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FOREWORD

An u'iderstanding of how _youth develop employability skills and how firics

make hiring decisions is needed to address the social concerns of high levels

of youth unemployment, high job turnover among youth, and the specter of grow-

ing skill imbalance between job requirements and job seekkrs as_the nation
enters an age of high technology. This study analyzes_the explicit and impli-

cit behavior of employers in their assessment of youthful job appliCantS for

entry-level_clericali retail trade; and machine trade jobs. As tradeoffs

between various educational and work experience attributes are gauged, youth
can make more informed decisions about investments in time and resources for

developfg employability skills.

Specifically; the study addresses questions such as the_f61.104ing:
(1) What_istherelativeimportanceof the attributes (signals) that appear_
in a typical job application? (2) How valuable is I or 2 years of postsecond-

ary education versus a high_school diploma? (3) Of what value, in terms of

being hired, is a vocational education major_versus a work experience program

versus a cooperative education program? (4) How valuable is parttime work

experience in high school versus no work experience? (5) Do employers value

eligibility for subsidies such as TJTC in making hiring decisiOna?

This report presents the analyses of data collected by means of a survey

mailed to employers from across the nation who reviewed and rated simulated

applications. Wry greatly appreciate the t4me and_ the insights that these very

busy men and women contributed. The research would not have been possible

without their cooperation and assistance.

We wish_ to express our gratitude to the National Institute of Education

or sponSbrinip_of this study and to Ronald Bucknam, the project Wicer, for

his guidance and support. We also wish to thank Robert M. Peterson or West

Laboratory, John Barron, Professor of Economics, Purdue University, Robert

Campbell,Allen Wiant and John Bishop of -the National Center for Research
in Vocational Education for their insightful connents and critiques of this

report.

RetOgnitiOn_is due_to Kevin Hollenbeck for directing the study; Bruce
GradOte Research_Associate,for data processing and Judy

Balogh for editorial assistance; and Cathy Jones for her expert typing and

preparation of the report.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The process_ofemployabiiity development of youth, defined as the acti-

vities which individuals undertake that affect their -carder or occupational

choice; or that enhance their chances of gaining employment in the occupations

of their choice, involves making decisions about investments of time or -re-

sources: Youths could hold part-tithe jobs while in school which means less

tite_devoted to aci,demic achievement or extracurricular activities. They

could decide to enroll in a vocational program in a junior or community col-

lege after graduation from high school. They could_ enter. the labor market

directly froth high school. The implications these kinds of decisions have for

future earnings are important, but also important are the implications they

have for the probability of getting a job;

Kel4tively little research has been dene on how the effects of personal

thatatteriatits, basic or vocational skill leVelSi and job experience affect

the probability_of getting a job. The purpose of this stddy_is to describe

and to Analyze how employers_respond to information presented to them by young

job seekers, when making hiring decisions for entry-level jobs. Entry-level

job- studied here were limited to positions that donot.require a baccalau-

reate degree and were in clerical; retail sales, and machine trades occupa-

tions. The_approach taken in this study was to obSerVeresponses in a

simulated hiring setting; Employers across the United States were sent a

job description and_a set of fictitious application forms. The information

on the application forms was intended to represent real applicants for such a

job

The empirical analyses of the data that was collected measure the rela-

tive weight that employers place on various attribntea_whenmaking applicant

asse§sthents and the relative weight of the influence Of employers' and firms'

characteristics on -those assessment. For example; how much higher_or lower is

an applicant with 2 years or i7tievant postsecondary vocational training but no

job experience rated; than An applicant with_2 years of relevant job experi-

enC hut no postsecondary training? The ratings of the job applicant is de-

pendent on the applicants' personal attribute§ as provided on theapplication

form, on characteristics of the job and firmi and on the characteristics of

the employers that_perform the rating exerci&:. Characteristics of the job,

firm; ana rater address_ questions such as will ne employability rating of_a

youthful job applicant be higher_Or lower in a unionized firm? If so, by how

much? How much higher or lower do members of a personneldepartment rate

youthful job applicants as compared to line supervisors or other company

personnel?
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AMong the findings_were that an applicant's high school cumulative_ grade
point average was one of the strongest factors used by employers_in rating ap-
plicants; having no part-time work experience was a serious disadvantage for a
job seeker; employers strongly favored relevant part-time jobs and work exper-
ience at large; non-public organizations; and finally; an applicant's skill
level was also a significant correlate of employability ratings. Opinions
expressed by employers seemed to indicate that the three major problems en-
countered with youthful applicants and workers were: (1) poor work habits and
work_maturity. (2) poor job search skills, and (3) poor attainment of basic
SkillS.

Specific suggestions for schools to pursue implied by the study include
instruction in job search skills and in business practices and management. A

r!rtmber of employers provided specific illustrations of situations where defi-
,.,encies in basic skills adversely affected the job performances of young
workers; and advocated_more emphasis on basic skills in schools. But employ-

ers seemed most disturbed by the poor work habits and_maturity of youthful job
applicants which suggests that schools should be considering how_and whether
their programs can improve these aspects of employability. Results pertinent
to occupationally specific vocational education and employer/school joint of -_
forts such as work/learning or service programs indicate that these aspects of
learning are well-received and should be encouraged.

xvi



1. INTRODUCTION

When evaldating the benefit of education and training to young people;

analysts typically use earnings or income as the appropriate outoome measure.

Other outcomes of interest are the nonpecunidry benefits of a sob* stl as

employment security* working conditions* training opportunities* and occupa-

tional prestige. The labor market is the mechanism that alltiCated individuals

with certain skills to jobs with particular pecuniary and non-pecuniary char-

acteristics. Looking out for th4DmseiveS, job seekers try to maximize their

earnings* employment security, working; conditions* and other hdhpecuniary

benefits. Looking out for their firms' interests* employers try to find the

most productive workers. Bul the labor market is not a black box that oper-

ates arbitrarily. It is the systematic decision-making process used by mil-

lions of emOloYerS and job seekers; Once employment decisidna have been made;

the earnings and other outcomes follow. Thus the argument can be made for

another outcome measure of training or schooling: how individuals fare in the

job search process.

The process of employability development, defined as the activities indi-

viduals undertake that affect their career or occupational choice, or that en-

hance their chances of gaining employment in the occupations of their choice*

involves making decisions about investments of time or resources. Youths

could hold part-time jobs While in school, whitch means less time devoted to

acadethie achievement or extracurricular activities. They could decide to en=

roll in a vocational program in a junior Or community college after graduation

from high school. They could decide to enter a 4 year college. They could

enter the labor Market directly from high school. The hiplitatiOnS these

kihdt of decisions have for future earnings Are important, but also important

is the implications they have for the probability of getting a job. For ex-

ample* the returns to intensive athletic participation* While a youth, are no

doUbt extremely high for professional athleteti but the probability of that

payoff is slight.

Despite its seeming importance* relatively little research has been done

on how personal characteristics, basic or vocational skill levels, and job ex-

perience affect the probability of getting a job. The purpose of this study



is to describe and to analyze how employers respond to information presented

to them on application t07:116 and in interviews and how this affects hiring

decisions for entry-level jobs; Entry-level jobs studied here are limited to

positions that do not require a baccalaureate degree. The approach taken in

this study was to observe responses in a s- i- mu- La -t -ed hiring setting; Employers

across the United States were sent a job description and were asked to rate a

,:et of mock application forms. The information on the application forms was

intended to represent real applicants for such a job.

The empirical analyses of the data collected measure the relative weight

that employers place on various attributes when making applicant assessments;

as well as the relative weight of the influence of employers' and firms'

characteristics on those assessments. For almost all the attributes being

studied; there are a priori expettations about the direction of the relation-

ship between attribute and assessment; For example; employers prefer appli-

cants with previous relevant work experience to those whose work experience

has no application to the job.

the quantitative analyses substantiate (or in some cases; question) the

existence of; or direction (sign) of; such relationships, but further the

analyses determine the relative magnitudes of the effects; How much higher

or lower is an applicant with 2 years of relevant postsecondary vocational

training but no job experience rated in comparison to another applicant with 2

years of relev?nt job experience but no postsecondary training? The approach

is to use molt variate regression to estimate the structure and relative

magnitudes of the function that employers use implicitly in rating job ap-

plicants. The rating of the job applicant is modeled as dependent on the

applicart's personal attributes as provided on the application form; on char-

acterigtics of the job and firm; and on the characteristics of the employers

who perform the rating exercise. The regressions yield parameter estimates,

WhiCh indicate the effects of the (systematically) manipulated attributes;

such as work history; type of high school program; and vocational skills on

the rating of applicants;*

*It is important to note that the analysis is confined to the assessment of

application forms. While this stage of the employment process is important,
employers base their hiring decitions on information from other sources; such
as interviews and pe_rsonal references. The focus of the study ma, therefore
bias the impQrLance of certain factors in actually getting a job.
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In addition to Or! quantitative data collected in the survey, employers

were given With the opportunity in an open-ended question to "tell their

storm!;" about hiring youth and employability development within schools;

Responses to this question offered employers a chance to share their percep-

tions about the qUility of job applicants and new hires; how the latter per-

form on the job; and how schools ba.e influenced the employability development

of youth. For example; When seletting an employee with particular school or

work experience; which qualities relating to unacceptable performance on the

job or high turnover rates; do the employers believe they are avoiding? What

aspects of the youth's performance on.the job influence his or her probability

ofbeing promoted; laid Off; or fired? What problems seem to lead to a youth'S

ecision to resign? These qualitative data provide a corroborative source of

information to the empirical analysis about employers' thought and reasoning

processes when hiring youthful workers.

It should be noted that this simulation study of employer hiring deci-

sions is the second stage of a multiyear prOjett; In the first year of the

project; numerous Columbus -area employers came to the National Center for Re-

search in VocatiOnal Education and participated in a SiMulation of the hiring

se,ting by reviewing computer-generated application forms and videotapes of

staged job interviews (see Hollenbeck 1984). The final year of the project

will involve analySiS of personnel files from actual firms in order to gauge

the validity of the responses to simulated applications and to determine to

what extent the hiring criteria that are used are justified by the actual

performance of the people hired;

Chapter 2 of this report diSCUSSet related research in the fields of

labor economics and edUCAtiOn on employer hiring behavior. In chapter 3, the

methods used to develop the applications and the survey procedures for the

present study are discussed. Chapter 4 gives background data about the em-

ployers and their firMS. The tetUlts of the statistical analyses of the

applicant rating process are presented in chapter 5. An important part of

the study was reviewing and analyzing the answers to the open-ended question

about hiring and employing Youth and the influence of schools en employability

development. Chapter 6 provides a systematic recounting of employers' re-

sponses and opinions. Finally; chapter 7 draws insights and implications from

the research for three key groups: youth, employers; and school personnel.



RELATED RESEARCH

The social concerns that motivated this research are high levels of youth

unemployment, high job turnover among youth, and grOWLUg skill imbalances be-

tween job requirements and job seekers as the nation enters an age of high

techuology.* An understanding of how youth develop employability skills and

how firms make hiring decisions is needed to address these problems: Recent

studies haVe used the methodology of surveying employers to garner evidence

abiaiit the influence of the educational system on the work forcei These stud-

ies can be divided into surveys that collected data specific to vocational

education and surveys that collected more general data About the transition

from school to work and the influence of educational practices on that transi-

tion: A sampling of those studies specifically concerned with vocational

education is provided hete; however, more emphasis is placed On the research

that has been COndUCted on general hiring practices.

One study of employers' opinions about vocational education and its grad-

uates is illuminating. The Utah Vocational Study Commission (1979) reports

the following from a survey of Utah employers:

Eighty percent of employers felt vocational training programs_

train studentS in skills that can be used in their company; 91

percent would give prefereneetoa vocationally trained person

versus a "walk-in" if their skills matched those needed.

Sixty-four percent rated the overall work habitS (e;g., accuracy,

productivity, judgement) of vocational graduates as aboVe average.

Eighty percent of employers felt that workers Whd_rectived their

vocational training in high schools were moderately to very well

prepared in computation skills; 76 percent, in communication

skills.

*Considerable debate attends the question of the impact of technological

advances on skill requirements of the work force. Medoff (1982) and Choate

(1982) suggest that demand for skilled labor is outstripping the supply.

Rumberger (1984), Levin and Rumberger (1983), Bluestome and Harrison (1982),

and Wilms (1983) suggest that high technology is reducing the Skill require-

ments of labor.
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Unfortunately, little information was provided in this report on the sampling

Of employers, so the generalizability of these results is uncertain;

Dun and Bradstreet (1977) report findings from a sample of Virginia em-

ployers; Their findings may be characterized as perhaps not as positive as

the previous study; highlights for this report are as follows:

4 Employers rated the interpersonal relations, work motivation, and
job skills of vocational_ education graduates relatively higher
than reading skillsi_mathematical skills, or verbal skilIs; Among

respondents who rated vocational education graduates on mathemati-
cal skills, over 44 percent gave "fair" or "poor" ratings;

4 A majority of respondent firmc felt that vocational education is
either definitely important or sometimes important for proper job
performance.

4 TWO-thirdsof,all respondents felt that guidance counselors in
high schools do_not have sufficient knowledge and understanding of
the respondents' businesses to give career advice to students;

The response rate to this survey was relatively low, so it may have limited

generalizability, even in Virginia. Furthermore, these findings are somewthat

and the survey did not address the question of hiring preferences, but

was conceraed with workers already hired.

In a national survey of over 800 manufacturers, Nunez and Russell (1982)

report that--

The most frequent grade awarded to secondary vocational educa-
tion (on a scale of A, Bi C. D, and fail) by manufacturers was
a "C"; -nd the most frequent grade awarded to postsecondary vo-

cationa education was a "8";

Over_half of therespondents_indicated that their company bene-
fited from vocational education in_terms of reduced training
costs or reduced training time; and

4 85 percent of manufacturers prefer hiring vocational graduates
rather than nonvocational graduates, -other things equal, for a
job requiring less than a 4-year college degree;

Bishop (1983) estimated the benefits to employers of hiring vocational

education graduates using a geographically dispersed sample of over 2,000

employers. The study demonstrated that relevant vocational training resulted

in higher remuneration for tt,e employeei but also higher profitability for the

employer in terms of reduced training costs and higher prOductivity.

6



Th. general lentil of reports tram employer surveys directed at the Vbca-

tiolial eduction stem and its graduates may be characterized as somewhat

positive toward that system. While deficiencies were uncovered; particularly

in terms of academic SkillS, the employers who were interviewed tended to re-

port a preference for hiring workers trained through the vocational education

system. Surveys of employers that explored general hiring practices and that

were not limited to vocationally trained employees were far less positive

about schools and youthful applicants;

Richards (1980) presents the results of a Research for Better Schools

(RBS) survey of 27 service clubs (e.g.; Kiwanis) in the northeastern United

States. The survey sought to determine how significant certain employee at-

tributes are from (he employers' viewpdint. Bailed on employer rankings; the

top five successful transition skills were (1) positive attitude (concern

for the organization and its products; positive approach to task assigned);

(2) dependability (good attendance and punctuality; the acceptance of respon-

sibility; accountability); (3) communication skills; (4) basic academic

skills; and (5) interaction with fellow workers. Less important were crafts-

manship, interaction with superiors; productivity; and knOWledge of the world

of work.

Respondents ranked areas of job applicant clefLciency in an inverse order

with importance of the skill. employees Were ranked as most deficient in the

area of dependabilityi fiillOWed by positive attitude; communication skills;

productivitY; basic academic skills, craftsmanship, interaction with super-

iors; and finally, interaction with fellow workers.

Researchers at the Far West Laboratory have conducted interviews with

employers in the San Francisco area to investigate employment practices with

entry-level workers. Chatham (1982) indicated that the characteristics that

made a critical difference in hiring as reported by a small sample of corpora-

tions are the following:

Ability to converse/speak English well

Appearance/presentability

Stable work elnerience/not a job- hopper'

Self-confidence/presentation of self

Interviewing skills

Desire to learn
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Peterson (1983) reports on the results from a larger sample. The three most

impertant factors in making hiring decisions (out of a list of 16) were

(1) seemed serious about work, eager to get the job, (2) seemed bright and

alert, and (3) seemed courteous and personable, The three least important

factors were (16) a record of achievement in school, (15) was recommended

by someone reliable, and (14) a record of prior work experience. Ability in

reading, writing, and computation were ranked 9th, 13th, and 10th, respective-

ly. The study further shows that the most important factor in evaluating

prior work experience is evidence that the applicant has experience or skills

Airectly related to the job to be done. Of less importance is evidence that

the applivont is not a job-hopper or that the applicant can conform to the

ales and hours of the workolace.

The respondents were shown 14 functions that might be performed by

schools through grade 12 and were asked to assign priorities and to rate

the performance of schools in performing each of the tasks. The thighest

priorities were judged to be (I) to develop competency in reading, writing,

and computation and (2) to develop competency in speaking and listening.

Wi!ile the ratings for effectiveness were low for all functions, schools were

adjudged to be most effective in (1) developing competency in relating to

other people, (2) preparing students to find self-fulfillment in pursuits

other than paid employment, (3) developing specific job skills geared to

particular occupations, and (4) developing competency fAl reading, writing,

and computati%-. The greatest discrepancies between prior!ty and effective-

ness were for taese fuuctions:

Develop values, attitudes, and habits generally useful in obtain-
ing and succeeding in paid employment.

Help students learn to accept responsibility for their own
decisions and actions.

Develop competency in speaking and listening.

Prepare students with realistic expectations of what they wi7t1
actually find in the working world.

Wilms (1983) surveyed 172 firms in the Los Angeles area. These ecr-

ployers emphasized work habits and positive attitude as the most important

attributs in getting and succttding in an entry-level job. He notes:
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When asked to indicate their reasons for rejecting job applicants,

employers were most likelyto mention bad attitudes, followed by

lack of ektierience and poor job skills. Only 13 percent said that

poor abilities in reading, writirig, and arithmetit were the main

reasons for rejection. (p. 2)

The employers who responded to this survey professed to a credentialing or

sorting behavio'. Thirty-six percent indicated a preference for hiring work-

ers who had completed postsecondary training into entry -level jobs, but only

9 percent required such cr ,ntials. To most employers, the value of educa-

tiOdal credentials (particularly at the postsecondary level) was to ensure

that the appN.cant haS good work habits and positive attitudei.

Miguel (1982) presented to a sample of employers from a number of urban

areas across the country a list of 22 items and asked theth to indicate all

items that would be important in narrowing a pool of 10 applicants for a job

to the 3 best candidates, and those items that be most critical in making a

final choice among the 3 best candidates; Table 1 presents a rank ordering

of the reSp.SeS. It is interesting to note that e4ikstiohal performance

cagegories (levels, grades, and test scores) were ranked as the three out of

the four most critical items in making the final selection among the three

best candidates, but were relatively less important in the initial screening

of appliCantS. In the screening process, employ-et-s reported looking at sig-

nals such as recommendations from past employers, appearance and accuracy of

the application form, reasons for leaving prior jobs, and criminal records.

Specific occupational skills and vocational training in Schools were only

moderately important im either narrowing the applicant pool or making the

final selection.

nolletibet^k (1984) found slightly difftrent results in data collected

f.-om employers in the Columbus, Ohio area. As in the Miguel study; signals

such as reasons fiat- leaving previous job and kinds of dtitied performed in

previous jobs were important in screening applitants; They were mentioned by

employers almost 100 pet-Cent of the time. Less than three-fourthi of the

respondents imdicated that the applicant's educational leVil WAS important in

screening applications (making it 8th of a list of 25 items) and less than

half reported school grades as important (14th in the list). Unlike Miguel's

study; however, these educational attributes were also relatively unimportant
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TABLE I

RANK ORDERING OF ITEMS IMPORTANT IN NARROWING
AN A?PLICANT POOL AND CRITICAL IN MAKING A FINAL SELECTION

Rank in Terms
of Making a Final

SelectionItem

Rank 3^ Terms
Of Importance
for Narrowing
an Applicant

Pool

Recommendations from past employers 1 6

Appearance and accuracy of
app!ication form 1 11

Reasons for leaving prior jobs 3 12

Educational level (e.g., completed
high school) I

Criminal record 16

Vocational training received in school 6 13

School grades 7 2

Applicant's age 8 14

Test scores 9 3

Personality and attitude 10 4

Personal appearance 11 5

Kinds of duties performed in past Jobs 12 10

Kinds of jobs held 13 14

Specific occu :clonal skills 14 7

1astery of basic academic skills 15 8

Number of jobs held 16 17

Skill levels (e.gi types 45 wpm) 11 9

Vocational training received in coop
programs 18 18

Gaps in employment 19 19

Vocational training received in CETA 20 22

Driver's license 21 20

Bonding 22 21

Source: Miguel (1982).
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in making final decisions about the best candidate. Also, unlike the result;,-

irom Miguel's study, specific occupational skills (such as tyting speed) were

very important in narrowing applicant pools and in making the final hiring

decisions.*

All of these studiei of employers" tVAttiOhS to youth and hiring behavior

illustrate that numerous factors mediate the hiring process, of which edu-

cation variables are only a small set. While there is bone disagreement in

these studies as to the importance of vocational skills and educational cre-

dentials; the studieS are consistent in emphasizing the importance of eftploy-

abilitV skills --f 0Sitive attitude; good work habits, interpersonal abilities,

neatness.

The background to this research; then can be summarized as follows:

Studies indicate that vocational training in schools most likely

confers some (small) remunerative and hiring advantages to youth-

ful job applicants, at least in some occupations.

Stodiek Nether ShoW that basic skill attainment and educational

background are important hiring criteria, at least in some stages

of the hiring process; but they are sttrthutes that are less in-_

portant to employers than characteristics such as attitudes, work

habits, neatness, and so forth.

None of the studies heiVe attempted to assess quantitatively the trade-offs

between various educational, work experience, and skill Characteristics of Job

applicants on employability as perceived by potential employers. This is the

objective of the present study.

*The Hollenbetk (1984) study focused on clerical, retail sales, and macnine

trades occupations. For the first and last of these, specific skills are used

in the workplace. Miguel (1982) examined a more general range of occupations.



3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

In the first phase of the research program on employer hiring decisions,

Various Columbus-area employers came to the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education and participated in employer hiring szallnars; In these

seminars, Mulated application forms were rated; videotaped interview Seg-

ments were viewed and rated, data about the respondents were collected* end

discussion sessions were held. To examine in more detail some of the findings

of that study, a survey of a geographically dispersed sample of employees was

fielded. The data collection involved having the respondents :review applica-

tion fOrMS and rate the applicants' employability skillq, respond to a set of

questions about themselves and their companies, and (optionally) present their

general comments about experiences hiring youth for entry-level lobs and about

employability Skills taught in schools. Thus, this survey did not allow almu-

lAtions of interviews and only Allowed limited qualitative data collection as

compared to the Columbus data collection; It did, however, provide f-cit

larger sample fOr the analysis as 921/ as for regional variation.

In this chapter of the reportc the survey procedures are detailed. The

sampling strategy is discussed first; For the most part, the sample ids

mentally selected a two-stage process. In the first stage, several cities

and areas were selected for inclusion In the anrvey,; and in the second stage,

employers within those areas were selected according to industry. After dia-

cusaing the sampling, the chapter turns to a discussion the development of

the questionnaire and the survey techniqueS that uerot used. Finally, survey

response rates 464 an analysis of nuaresponte ate presented.

3;2 ..._1eSe leicr ion

The sample selection proceed involved two levels of decisioas--first the

geOgraphiCal representation wits determined; second, the firMil tit orfsed

the sample in each area were chosen. The pridary Criterion uised in the sele-

tton of the cities and areas was ,geographic dispervion. As a secNiclary cri-

terion, some variation in the population size vaa introlouced. Finally, the

availability of an industrial directory or chant -At of zooms-tree membership /1st

was used as 4 criterion to c3 Ore areas.
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As a result of this process, 15 sites were identified. These cities/

areas are listed in table 2.

TABLE 2

CITIES AND AREAS COMPRISING SAMPLE FUR STUDY

Boston; nA

Springfield, MA

Philadelphia, PA
and surrounding counties

State of Delaware

Maltttnore, MD

Virginia Peninsula

Columbus, OH

Toledo, OH

Cleveland, OH

Detroit/Flint, MI

Chicago area; IL

EASt St. Louis, IL

Houston, TX

Southern CA

Seattle, WA

For each of these sites, the industrial directory was purchased and firms

in certain industries Who were thought to hire a substantial number of entry-

level workers in clerical, retail, or machine trade occupations were selected.

When employment size was listed in the industrial directory, firms with less

than 10 emplo; es were excluded from the sample. The general rules used to

decide Whether :o include a firm or not were: employers in durable manufac-

turing, some construction, and automobile maintenance and repair industries

were sent machine tr.nde applications; employers in Wholesale and retail trade,

some restaurant, and hotel sectors were sent retail trade applications; and

employers in finance, insuraoce, and real estate and other service industries

were lent clerical applications.

Table 3 &thous the sample sire by site and occupational groups.
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Boston, MA

Springfield, MA

Philadelphia, PA

State of DelaWate

Baltimore, MD

Virginia Peninsula

Columbus, OH

Toledo, OH

Cleveland, OH

Detroit/Flint, Ml

Chicago aiea, IL

E. St. LouiS, IL

Houston, TX

Southern CA

Seattle- WA
Total

TABLE 3

SAMPLE SIZE BY SITE AND OCCUPATION

Clerical
60

4

239

162

73

65

89

76

49

408/49

172

7

190

115-

-253
2,211

Ret Lachine Trades Total_

31 56 147

6 121 125

229 413 881

156 115 433

47 65 185

43 36 144

72 83 234

14 81 171

45 15 109

178/4 247/55 833/108

61 222 455

0 38 45

57 152 399

169 1,244 1,728

83 105 441

14189 3,048 . -448

3;3 nevelopment of the Job Applications_and Questionnaire

For many eidployers; the completed job application provides the initial

information on the applicant's abilities, skills; and experiences. The

employer's evaluation of the application's content in conjunction with the

duties of the open job position determines Whidh applicants are interviewed

and, subsequently which are hired for the position To simulate the employ-

er's initial evaluation of prospective employees, job application information

was generated that systematically varied the applicant's educational creden-

tial§ and work experience. The overall Striitture and probabilities used to

vary applicant charaCteristics are displayed in exhibit A-1 of appendix A.

Four general types of educational backgrounds were generated for the job

applicants as folloWS:

15
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Type 1 - high school dropouts

Type 2 - high school graduates

Type 3 one year of postsecondary schooling

Type 4 2 years postsecondary schooling, progriim completers

Figures 1 and 2 provide examples of the type 1 and type 3 applicants.

As can be seen in the two figures, the data that were presented on the

applications were the following:

Age

High school attended

Majoriprogram in high school

Grade average in high school

High school diploma

Postsecondary school attended

Hajor/program in postsecondary school

Grade average in postsecondary school

Diploma or degree from postsecondary school

Work hlitory (0-5 jobs)

--Employer
--Starting and ending date
--Position
--Duties
--Reason for leaving

Typing -;.oed (for clerical and retail sales)

Machines operated (for machine trades)

Referral source

Eligibility for a Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

For the type 1 and 2 applicants, the age of the Job seeker was randomly set to

b6 17, 18, or 19. For the types 3 and 4, age was set to he 19, 20, or 21. in

the attempt to vary location and type of high school, three high schools were

fictionaliied: Cehttal High School, a public, urban high school; Jefferson-

Ville High School, a generic rural or suburban public high school; and St.

Mi0 School, a private secondary school. The majors di, programs of

study in high school came from the following set:



APPLICANT 1777

**EDUCATIONAL RECORD**

DATE OF BIRTH: 04/65

SCHOOL ATTENDED: JeffersonVille H.S.

MAJOR/PROGRAM: CO -Op Machin0 Trads
DATES OF ATTENDANCE: 9/79-6/81

GRADE_- AVERAGE: 2.25/4.00 1
DIPLOMA /DEGREE: no

POST SECONDARY SCHOOL ATTENDED:

MAJOR/PROGRAM:
DATES OF ATTENDANCE:

GRADE AVERAGE:
DIPLOMA/DEGREE:

WOE? HISTORY

EMPLOYER: Fast Food Restaurant EMPLOYED FROM: 04/81 1

POSITION: Food Srwico worker TO: 05/83 1

DUTIES: Prpared soft drinks,sandwichesiserWed foodgclaancd/v:set tables. 1

REASON FOR LEAVING: LOft S-e?king a full-tims, job

EMPLOYER:
POSITION:
DUTIES:
REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER:
POSITION:
DUTIES:
REASON FOR LEAVIU1:

EMPLOYED FROM:
TO:

EMPLOYED FROM:
TO:

EMPLOYER:
POSITION:
DUTIES:
REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYED FPOM:
TO:

EMPLOYER:
POSITION:
DUTIES:
REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYED FROM:
TO:

1

1

1

MACHINES OPEPATED:
Latho,grinder,drill nachino,boring mill,saw,shapor

REFERRAL SOURCE: Unknown/Mono

FOR OFFICE USF: 1. TESTED TYPING SPEED: N/A
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC: yos

4

1
HIRING PRIORITY INDEX 1

YOUR SCORE

1 0 . 50 . . 100. . 150 . ._200 1 POP APPLICANT

WORST AVERAGE BEST f 1

1 HIRED HIRE HIRED I
1

Fit;;ure 1.

4

SAmple job application for high school dtopout applicant
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APPLICANT 1539

*EDUCATIONAL RECORD**
HATE OF BIRTH: 12/62

4

SCHuul. ATTLsuLu: Part's H.S.
1 MAJOR/PROGRAM: General GRADE AVERAGE: 2.10/4.00 I
1 DATES OF ATTENDANCE: 9/77-6/01 DIPLOMA/DEGREE: yes

I POST SECONDARY SCHOOL ATTENDED: Franklin County Comaunity College
I MAJOR/PROGRAM: Machine Trades GRADE AVERAGE: 2.97/4.00 I
DATES OF ATTENDANCE: 9/81=-6/82 DIPLOMA/DEGREE: no

WORK HISTORY

I EMPLOYER: Service Station EMPLOYED FROM: 12/82 1
1 POSITION: Attpndant TO: 03/83 1
I DUTIES: Attended gas pumps,helped mechanicsidid clean up work.
1 REASON FOR LEAVING: as laid off .. emr.m.in.
EMPLOYER: Servic* Station EMPLOYED FROM: 10/82 1

I POSITION: Attendant TO: 10/82 1
1 DUTIES: Attended gas pumps,helped mechanicsidil clean up work.
I REASON FOR LEAVING: Quit 0

1 EMPLOYER: Service Station EMPLOYED FROM: 06/82 1
1 POSITION: Attendant TO: 07/82 1
1 DUTIES: Attended gas pusps,helped sechanicsidid clean up work.
I REASON FOR LEAVING: Quit
_
1 EMPLOYER: Large Manufacturing Firs EMPLOYED FROM: 11/81 I

1 POSITION: Machinist Helper TO: 05/82 1
1 DUTIES: Helped skilled operator,stacked materialsodid clean up work.
I REASON FOR LEAVING: Quit

1 EMPLOYER: Fast Food Restaurant EMPLOYED FROM: 06/81 1

1 POSITION: Food "rvice Worker TO: 08/81 I

1 DUTIES: Prepare soft drinks,sandwiches,served foodicleanod/reset tablas.
I REASON FOR LEAV14G: went back to school

MACHINES OPERATED:

REFERRAL SOURCE: School Counselor

FOR OFFICE USE: 1. TESTED TYPING SPEED: N/A
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC: no

1 HIRING PPIORITY INDEX I 1 TOUR SCORE I

1 0 . . 50 . . 100 . . 150 . . 200 I 1 FOR APPLICANT I

1 WORST AVERAGE BEST I I I

I HIRED HIRE HIRED 1 I I

a

Figure 2. Sample job application for applicant wiLll one year of
postsecondary schooling
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ottice education

bistributive education

a Machine trades

College Ixeparatory

Cooperative Office Education

Cooperative D;.itributive Education

cooperative Machine TradeS

Occupational Work Experience

The high school grade average vas tandOtly chosen to lie between 1.40 and 3;60

On a 4.0 scale and Was listed on the application in the following format:

2.69/4.00.

:roe the applicants with postsecondary schooling; one of three generic

institutions WAS assigned: These were Franklin County Community C011ege,

intended to be a public institution; Lincoln Technical InStitute, h public

cechnicalschool; Aete atiSineSS College, a proprietary institution; and Acme

Technical Institiite, another private postsecondary school. Postsecondary

majors were assigned from the fo/lowing set:

Marketing

Clerical

Machine Trades

Grade averages ranged t roa 2.00 to 3.50 on a 4.0 scale.

The aigoritht used to assign the number and duration of jabs held while

in school ta; rather complex. For the applicants With no postsecondary school-

ing (tpus I and 2), work hiStdrieS t4er characterized as "steady," "intermit-

tent,' "summer only," sir "none;" For the type 3 and type 4 applicants (those

who had some postsecondary schooling), a similar ChaeaCtetitatiOti was used,

however, the fiti historieS Wete broken down into high school experience and

postsecondary ekperienee; Thug there were 16 possible types of Job hiStoeies0

that were entitled none-none," "none-steady," "steady-Stitaterg only," and so

forth. The number Of preViotia jobs ranged from 0 to 5, durations of a single

job rarved teijoi I month to 64 months, aid total work experience ranged from 0

months to b8 months
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The set of previous employers, positions, and duties for eaen of the jobs

on the application for are shown in table 4. The variant.,- introduced was

intended to allow analysis of causal factors such as whethr or not previous

=playe rs were large or small establishments, public or private institutions,

and Whether or not the jobs that wet:! held were relevant. The reasons for

leaving prior jobs came from the following set:

was off

Quit

Was temporary job

Left for better job

Left to look for full-time job

Went back to school

For the clerical and retail sales position, the applications reported a

tested typing speed. These were assigned randomly over the range of 40 to 60

words per minute. For machine trades, the application listed a set of up to

seven machines operated by the job seeker. This set wits as follows:

None

Lathe

Grinder

Drill

Milling machine

Boring machine

Saw

Shaper

The referral sources that were assigned randomly were the Job Service;

school counse. ,r, advertisement/sign, unknown or no referral' and friends/

acquaintance at firm. Finally, half of the applicants were listed as eligible

for a Targeted Jabs Tax Credit (TJTC).

A job description was developed for each of three occupationsclerical,

retail, and machine trades. Table 5 displays the job descriptions used for

each type of job application. To obtain a measure of how the application con-

tent affects employer hiring decisions, employers were asked to compare the

job description and application iwformation and then provide a hiring score

rangfne from 0 to 200 points; The directions employers were given for rating

the job applications were as follows:

31
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TABLE 4

LMPLOYEkSi POSLTIUMS, AND DUTIES USED IN SigULATED APPLICATIONS

Employer Position Duties

Lary manufacturing firm
Small manufacturing firm

Office helpera Filed records, sorted and
delivered mail, answered
phones

nachinist helperb Helped_skilled operator,
stacked materials, did
cleanup work

Coulty government of Of :ice helpera

Lari;e department storm Sales helper

aoutigaea

City hospital
Vast-tOdd restaurant

Janitorial servicea
County government

maintenance r:tepartmenth

Service --4tationh

FOod_SerVice
helper

Cleaner

Filed records, sorted and
delivered mall, answeivA
phones

Stocked shelves, showed
products to customers, put
prices on goods

Preparea soft drinks;
sandwiches; served food,
cleaned and reset tables

Serviced restrooms, cleaned
floors and windows, did

minor repairs

Attendantb Attended gas pumps, he
mechanics, did cleanup wo0(

'1Used only on clerical and retail sale applitationsi

11;sed only on machine trades applications:



Tel 5

J3i3 DiC;i1PTIN EMPLOYERS SEL WE% RATING DIFFFENT TfPFS IT A Iff(ICANTS

7iscrIptlohs for Each Occupation

...MmIxfpidgfm,

Machine Trades

of Tilifr

Job-1s

Tvpas invoices; !attars;

memoranda

Answers pmone

neral office duties--

dopy materials, dOlver

/ail-, maintain files

1 Of Time

Reljirec on Job

75

25

Jot Tasks

Advises (sells) tustcmers

products; preparei sales

slips; and uses cash

register

Stocks end tends counters

and shelves; packs and

unpacks items

: 61 Tiee

Require on Job Job Tasks

50 COrates bask machine;

feeds parts into automatic

machine and tresports

Itonveysl parts to it

Operator

25 Assists skiff rator

25 Loads and unloads ma-

tarials and cleans

around work -eel
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I. Review each job application independently and rate it_as trough

you were going to fill a position similar to the one descrit-!ed

above in your organization. if you would not hire a per

cause they seem overqualified, they should get a lower score than

the one you would choose to hire.

L. Choose any score between 0 and 200 (e.g., 26, 72, 100, 128)

based on the scale ShoWn below:

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX
U . . 50 . .100 . .150 . .200

Worst Average Best

Hired _Hire Hired

'OUR-SCORE
FO8 APPLICANT

SO points represents the worst_applicantyou ever hired

(as perceived at the time of hiring, NOT what the new

hire's performance actually turned out to be)

- 100 points represents the average applicant you ever hired

= 150 points represents the best applicant you ever mired

(as perceived at the tine of airing, NOT what the new

hire's perfoeManee actually turned out to be)

3. Assume yOU are reviewing the applications in June 1983. We are

not interested in determining tneoffectsofsex or race on hir=

ing decisions, so assume all of the hypothetical candidates have

the same sex and race.

A total of 'i5O different application forms were develOped. Each of the

employrS was randomly given a set of 11 applicnts to rate. The set was core

prised of two type 1 applieatitS (high school ropouts), five type 2 applicants

(high school graduateS)0 one type 3 applicant one year of postsecondary

schooling, no degree), and three type 4 applican 4 (2 years of postsecondary

schooling, program completers). Oh average, each application form was re-

vicwed by approximately eleven employers.

Thl, questionnaire that was developed to accompany 'elite application rating

process is provided in appendix B. The instrument la's seven major sections.

First, data were collected about the particular respondents including age,

education, sex; race, position, and duties Within the firm; The second sec-

tion concerned the characteristics of the firm such as employment size and age

and unionization of the work force. Since hiring decisions at a firm are made

within the context of the firm's personnel policies, considerable data about

the establishment's hiring process were collected in the third section of the

questionnaire. The fourth section focussed on the firm's training process;

It was deemed important to collect data about the extent and type of training

because the size of the firM'S average investment in training may influence

how careful it is in hiring;
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3esides investigating the hiring decision behavior of firms, a second

purpose of the study was to learn how youths fare in jobs once they are hired.

To investigate this subject, sections V and Vi of the questionnaire gathered

information about several youths recently employed by the firm. In sectio:i V,

individual and job characteristics such as age, education, sex, race, previous

work , derience, wages, and productivity ratings were gathered for two youths

(chosen at random by the employer respondent) that had been hired within the

previous 2 years (I had subsequently been promoted and the other retained by

the firm but not promoted). In section VI, similar characteristics were re-

ported about 3 youth who were hired in the last two years, but who have been

separated from the firm through a voluntary quit, a layoff, and a dismissal.

The final section of the questionnaire was comprised of an objective ques-

tion about the preparation of youthful job applicants in certain academic

subjects and an open-ended question about schools' influence on youths' eu-

ployability skill development.

3.4 Survey_Procedures and Response

3. ».1 Survey Procedures

The questionnaire and set of applications were mailA to the 6,448 em-

ployers between June 20, 1983, and July 20, 1983. The cover letter for the

mailing is exhibit A-2 in appendix A. As of August 15, 1983, completed re-

sponses had been received from 426 employers, and there were 81 refusals or

misaddresses i a could not be resolved. Thus, there were approximately 5,950

nonrespondents that required follow-up efforts.

The first follow-up was a second copy of the questionnaire mailed in late

August to a random sample of approximately 1,000 of the oonrespondents. These

individuals were also contacted by telephone approximately 3 weeks later. Ex-

hibit A=.3 in appendix A provides the cover letter for the first follow-up

mailing to this subsample of nonrespondents, and exhibit A-4 gives the script

that. the telephone callers used. At the same time that the questionnaire was

:nailed, the rema intng 5,000 nonrespondents were mailed a letter requesting

their response (but not a second questionnaire) and a return postcard. Ex-

hibit A-5 provf4j .a a copy of that letter and postcard.
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Twenty-eight percent of the nonrespondents whci Wen: telephoned indicated

tnat they had not received the follow-up correSpondence and requested yet

tai cop-: of 'Lite .luestionn4ire. Four hundred and sixteen of the 4,970

e.,74)1,Aers (8.4 krtnt) returned postcards indicating that they Would par-

ticipate needed aaother copy of the questionnaire either for themselves

Or so-.-:eune else in their firm.

v (k tuber 1, anotner 16o responses had been received as a result of the

phiine calls and the follaw-up mailin;;; This brought the total number of Coth-

pleted responses to ri92; this set of data is used for the analysis reported in

this docunnt; With approximately 4,000 nonrespondents and some 2,000 flues-

ttonn,ireS And applicaLion sets remaining from the initial printing, a second

follow-ur letter (eihihit A-6) and questionnaire were mailed to a randomly

selected one-half at the employers who had not responded.

The sure :iriScedures are summarized in figure 3. Note that the final

disposttion tOr ea:.h respondent has been categorized into 10 st)tes. In the

next section, the response rates to the survey in terms of these alternative

dispositions are disensse'd.

3.4.!

With the receipt of 855 completed questionnaires, the overall response

rate as ul the date ul thiS report is 13.3 pet-Cent; This is a rt4sonably high

respon ;i. rite tur a Mari particularly considering the complexity of

:his safvey. Table 6 provider, counts of responses by area and occupation.

lh, area,.; With the hiy;he..t response were:

Aid-October
Response sate:

Final Response
ate-

Cleveland (22.9%) 28;42

Columtumi
(16.6 %) 23.9%

Toledo
(16.6 %) 20.62

Baltimore & Oetroit/Fiint (11.9% & 11.1 %) 15.7%

The areas with the lowest response were--

State of Delaware (5.670 8.1%

hoSton & Springfield, rlA (6.37. & 8;8%

East St; Louis (6.8%) 8.9%

*Thic sction reports on the completed responses of 855 employers; It sNould

he emphaslied that the statistical analyses reported later are based on 592

responses reef' ivied by mid-October. InititMAI review seems to indicate only

slight differences between the two sample
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Employers who reviewed clerical applications had the highest response rate

(15.9 percent); those who reviewed retail trade applicants had the lowest

(10.2 percent). Exhibit A-7 provides a complete account of the disposition

codes for all sites and occupations.

With postcards sent to five-sixths of the nonrespondents in the first

follow-up and telephone contacts made with the other one-sixth; the survey

procedures macie it fairly easy for respondents to refuse to participate. In-

deed; calculationS ft-OM exhibit A-7 show that 664 refusalS were received (10.3

percent of the entire sample). An attempt was made to learn as much as pos-

sible about these refusals in order to attempt to make inferences about the

sample of employers from which completed responses were received.

Table 7 lists the refusal rates by area and occupation. What is inter-

esting about this table is how it relates to the previous table that contains

data on response rates. 7he correlation between the leVel of response and the

level of refusal is very high. Four of the five areas with the greatest re-

soonso rates are in the highest five refusal rates; Three of the four lowest

response rates are in the four lowest refusal rates. In terms of occupation;

the respohSe and refusal rates have the same relative rankings (clerical oc-

cupations have the highest rate and retail trades occupations have the lewest

rate.)

Betause the sum total of completers and refusers represents approximately

a quarter of the sample, only impressionistic conclusions about response bias

can be formed. iloWeVer, becausi7 rates of response and refusal seem to be cor-

related, it is most likely that response variation can be explained by inter-

area causes (proxiiitv to ColumbUS; industrial mix; age of Industrhil Direc-

tory) and not within area causes.

In looking at reasons given for not participating; it appears as if the

site of the firm may be an important issue. One hundred and eighty-eight out

of the 664 employers who refused to participate in the survey gave reasons for

not responding that were easily classifiable into five categories if Miiltiple

reasons were given; the fitSt was used for classification.) The most out-

standing reason for refusing to participate was lack of time (31 percent). Of

those employers who gave time as the reason for refusing to participate in the

survey; 23 (39 percent) were in the clerical occupation; 12 (20 percent) were

in retail trade6; and 24 (41 percent) were in the machine tredes
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TABLE 6

RESPONSES BY AREA AND OCCUPATION

Area

Number Responding_
Machine

Retail Trades Total

Boston, MA 7 (6)a 2_ (1) 5 (3) 14 (10)

Springfield, MA 9 (0) NAb (Na) 11 (4) 11 (4)

Philadelphia, PA 43 (32) 14 (9) 40 (29) 97 (70)

State of Delaware 11 (8) 12 (7) 12 (9) 35 (24)
Baltimore, MD 12 (9) 6 (4) 11 (9) 29 (22)

Virginia Peninsula 10 (3) 7 (4) 1 (1) 18 (8)

Columbus' OH 24 (14) 13 (9) 19 (16) 56 (39)

Toledo, OH 20 (15) 1 (1) 14 (12) 35 (28)

Cleveland, OH 18 (15) 7 (5) 6 (5) 31 (25)

Detroit/Flint, MI 76 (51) 19 (14) 53 (40) 148 (105)
Chicago, IL 27 (18) 8 (6) 29 (20) 64 (44)

East St. Louis, IL 0 (0) t (NA) 4 (3) 4 (3)

Houston* TX 22 (12) 9 (5) 17 (14) 48 (31)

Southern California 51 (37) 12 (6) 147 (91) 210 (134)

Seattle, WA 32 (18) 11 (6) 8 (4) 51 (28)

Total 353 (238) 121 (77) 338 260 855c (592)c
aEntries in parentheses indicate responses received by mid-October;
total

bNot applicable since zero firms in sample.
cInclUdes 4 responses with unknown city.

TABLE 7

REFUSAL RATES BY AREA AND OCCUPATION

Area

Percentage of Sample Refusing

Clerical Retail
Machine
Trades Total

Boston, MA 1.7 16.1 8.9 7;5

Springfield, MA 0.0 NAa _9.1 8.8

Philadelphia, PA 7.9 10.9 11.6 10.4

State of Delaware 11.7 9.0 9.6 10.2

Baltimore; MD 13.7 6.4 13.8 11.9

Virginia Peninsula 7;7 7;0 11.1 8.3

Columbus= 14.6 1.4 5.6 11;5-OH

Toledo, OH 13.2 21.4 13.6 14.0

Cleveland, OH 12.2 20.0 13.3 15.6

Detroit/Flint, MI 12.0 5.5 12.3 10.8

Chicago, IL 12.8 16.4 9.9 11.9

East St. Louis, IL 0.0 NAa 10.5 8.9

Houston, TX 9.5 5.3 6.6 7.8

Southern California 9;5 -10.1 8.5 8.9

Seattle, WA 12.6 14-.5 15.2 13.6

Total 10.9 9.7 10.0

allot applicable since zero firms in sample.
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A second reason for refusing to participate was the lack of staff neces-

sary ri complete the survey. Twenty-seven employers (14 percent) Jndicated

this reason. The third category of refusals was that the firm was too small.

Forty-three employers (23 percent) gave this reason. Of these; 12 employers

(28 percent) were the clerical occupations; six employers (14 percent) .

were in the retail trades, and 25 employers (58 percent).were in the machine

trades. Still another reason foe refusing to' participate was that the survey

itself was too long And/or complicated. Twenty-four employers (13 percent)
bi .

said this. The final reason for refusing to participate in the survey was

that the firm was out of business. Nineteen percent of all classi(2,able

rem;ons were due to the deMiSe of the firm. Other reasons given by employers;

but nut readily classifiable, were often ambiguous and may have involved one

Of the other reasons; These include does rt apply t1 their firm; company

policy; do not hire youth; use ow-the-job tral not formal training, or no

reason given.

3. .3 Summary

In reviewing and evaluating the survey methodology; a positive result was

that the rate of response was relatively high when considering the complexity

of the survey form; Th,t response rate of over 13 percent compares favorably

to the rule of -thumb of 10 percent response rate for mail surveys. In addi-

tion; a review of the information C011ected about nonrespondents and refusals

indicates that there were no glaring systematle biases among the respondents.

.)n the sigative side; ex post facto evidence shows that the telephone

folloW=UP rather ineffective in eliciting additional responses. The re-

soonse rati, for the subsampIe who received the questionnaire in the first

follow-up and were then contacted by telephone was only 12.2 percent. Second-

ly, there was Some eVidence that completed responses were lost through mis-

handling in the mail system. Over 20 employers contacted during the course

of a follow-up indicated that they had completed the survey earlier and mailed

it. Most of theSe refuted to retake the survey (one individual had fortunate-

ly xeroxed the response and sent in a copy).

In the heft chapter of the report, descriptive statistics calculated from

the data that were returned. are presented.
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4 !..14FLOYER CHARACTERISTICS

in this chapter, the data collected about each employer and firm are

described. Appendix B in this report is comprised of a copy of the question-

naire that provides frequency distributions for all of the responses. As

noted in the previous chapter, as of October 1, a total of 592 employers had

responded. This chapter examines this sample of data only.

4.1 Employer- -and-FirmCliaracteristics

The first set of data to be described comprises the characteristics of

the respondents and the firms that they represented. Because of the nature

Of the thi-00 occupati:)ns examined in the study -- clerical, retail; and machine

traces- -the sample was judgmentally screened by industry. Table 8 shOWs the

industrial compoSitiOn of the firms that responded. In general, durable manu-

facturing firMS reviewed machine trades applicants; the retail trade estab-

lishments and hotels and other lodging places reviewed applicants for the

retail job; and the finahee and insurance, business services, and health

services sectors rated the clerical position applicants;

There was w!de diversity in the size of the establishment, with the med-

ian size claSs -comprising 100 to 199 full-time employees. Fifty-six percent

of the regOO dents indicated that their establishMent was situated within a

multi-establishment firm. The Median for the firm size as measured by the

total number of employees for these enterprises was 2,000 employees;

The median percentage of full- or part-time employees under the Age of 25

was 20 percent. In an attempt to gauge the extent to which internal labor

markets Were existent among the firmsi the respondents were asked how many

foremen or supervisors Were first hired by the establishment in an unskilled

or semiskilled entry-level position. The median response %vas 30 percent.

Slightly over 68 percent of the respondents were not unionized. However

for those establishments that did report some nonsuperviSory workers covered

by collective bargaining, the median percentage of union coverage was 70

percent.
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TAKE 8

INDUSTRY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

-0Ar741-ropwrin
SIC _Ia ndustry Total

Mining
13 7Treirld Gas Extraction 1 2 3

CenstructIon
17 SpeCIAi-rrade Contractors

tiondurebie__Manufactur_ing_

1 4 5

20 Food and Kindred 2 1 3
23 Apparel end-Other Textile 1 1 2
24 Lumber and MO04 PreduCts 1 I

26 Paper amd Allied Products t 1 2 _4
27 Printing and Publishing 9 1 1 11

28 Chemicals 5 3 6
29 Petroleum Products 1 1

Durable Manufacturing
TO Rubber Products 2 2
32 Stone; Clayi_Glass Products _4 4
33 Primary Metal Industries 1 17 18
54 Fabricated Metal Products 1 78 79
35 Machlneryi excluding Electronic 3 76 79
56 Electronic Equipment 6 1 9 16
37 TransportatIon Equipment 4 7 It
58 Instruments 1 5 6
39 Miscellaneous 1 3 4

en:71(:=747111-catictrt
40 Re-tweed 2 2
44 Water Transportation I t
45 Air Transportation 2 1 3

48 Communication_ 7 7

44 Public ttiltleS 6 1 7

Wholesale Trade
50 Durables 4 2 6 12
51 Nondurables 1 4 5

Retail _Trade
52 8-u i I ding luIC ter 1 a I s and Garden 1 I 2
53 General Merchandise 8 8
54 Food Stores 5 1 6
55 Auto Dealers 5 2 7

56 Apparel Stores 6 6
57 Furniture 4 4
58 Eating, On 'ng EstablishMents 5 5
59 Misc.

f_inentei;_lns:UrentaiOletilE-ttate

11 11

60 banxing 34 34
61 Credit_Agency; excluding Banks 23 24
62 Security Brekers 3 3
63 Insurance Carriers 38 38
64 insurance Agents 8 1 9
65 Real Estee 5 1 6
67 Holding Cos.i Investment Office 4 4

Ser-v-ited-

70 Hoteis and other Lodging 15 15
13 Business Services 22 1 2 25
75 Auto Repair 1 1

76 Misc. Repair 2 2
78 Motion Pictures I 1

79 Amustment and Retreation 1 1

80 Health Services 16 1 17
81 Legal Services_ 2 2
82 Education Services 2 2

83 Social Services 3 3
86 Membership- Organization 6 6
89 Misc. Services
90 Public Administration 2 2

Unktiben 5 1-7

aStenderd Industrial Classification
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There was a fairly widle variation in the charaCteristics of the indivi-

duals who responded. Males constituted 69 percent of the sample; blacks, 4.5

percent. In terms Of respondents' age distribution, 15 percent were less than

30 years old, 44 percent were 30 to 44, 23 percent were 45 to 54, and the re-

maining 18 percent k, re 55 or over. Educational levels were quite high with

about 70 percent responding that they had had 4 or more years of college or

training beyond high school. Only 6 percent reported an education of high

school graduAtion or less; The employers who respcifided had a median of 6

years of experience participating in the hiring deCiSions of their current

establishments and a median of 10 years of experience in reviewing employment

applications in any company.

In terms of their position within the firm, 286 out of 570 respondents

(50 percent) reported being a iAanager or staff member of a personnel depart-

ment. Slightly over 30 percent were the establiShMent's chief executive of-

ficer (CEO) or owner; ighty-five percent of the respondents reported having

hiring authority either on their own or shared with others. A somewhat small-

er number (76 percent) reported having their own or shared authority to fire

individuals.

4.2 Firms' Hiring Processes

The employers were asked to report What methods were used to attract

applicants when there is an opening in an unskilled or semiskilled job. Of

569 responses, 22 employerS (4 percent) indicated that they did not solicit

applicants because they had enough unsolicited applicants. Of the remaining

547 responses, the rank ordering of the responses was as follows (employers

could denote more than one methOd):

Method Rank Ppreent of Responses

Advertise in media 1 71.5

Announce to current employees 2 69.3

Askforreferrals from schools or vo-
cational education institution

3 59.8

Ask for referrals from the state
employment service

4 54.3

Ask for referrals from an eftployment

agency

lake other efforts

5

6

25.0

17.0

Display Help Wanted sign 7 16.6

Ask for referrals from union 8
61

6.6
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The way tirms respond to telephone inquiries about employment, how often

persons are allowed to complete an appliv.ation, and what percentage of appli-

cants are interviewed are all important aspects of a firm's hiring process.

These policies also differ for many firms according to whether or not there

an opening. Thus, as cal; be seen. in appendix B, questions were asked for

periods when there was an °pelting and for periods when there was no specific

oponing in the firm. A large majority of employers encouraged telephone

callers to come in and fill out an application when there was an opening in

the firm. Fifty-three percent indicated that they encouraged callers to come

in unconditionally, while an additional 34 percent encouraged callers to come

in only it they had skills. When there was no specific vacancy, the employers

were somewhat less encouraging. Only 33 percent invited callers to apply un-

conditionally, 22 percent invited callers to apply if skilled, and 36 percent

of the employers generally discouraged callers when there, wan no opcnIng.

Employers exhibited similar behavior in their policies for taking appli-

cations from individuals Who came to their establishments without a referral.

When there was a vacancy, 55 percent of the respondents indicated that they

gave applications forms to 95-100 percent of the walk-ins and only IO percent

reported having given application forms to 0-5 percent of walk-ins. But when

there was no specific opening, 27 percent of the employers did not give out

applications to walk-ins (t.e., gave them to 0-5 percent) and only 27 percent

gave out :applications to 95-100 percent.

The perc cages of persons who complete applications and who are inter-

viewed immediately change quite a bit When there is or is not an opening;

Following are the responses to the question about the percentage of persons

who fill out an application and who are interviewed immediately:

Response Categories for
Percentage of Applicants

Response Categories for
Percentage of Applicants

Interviewed When There
Is an Opening Percent

Interviewed When No
Specific Opening Percent

95=100% 31.1 95-1002 6.2

76-94Z 10.4 76-94% 1.5

51-75% 10.1 51=75Z 3.7

26-50Z 7.3 26 -504 6.4

6-25% 12.2 6-254 14.7

0-5% 28.7 0-5% 67.5
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The tespondeats to this data collection effort reported a wide variation in

the number of interviews per hire. The median response to the question of "on

average. how Many peopiv rare interviewed to fill an opening" was five; The

responses ranged i rom 1 to b3.

A sizable portion of the respondents (72 percent) reported that they re-

viewed previously filed applications in making their decisions about whom to

interVi:w. Among the respondents who did consult their tiles; a median Of 25

percent of all interviews were with individuals who had had applications on

file; and 48 percent of the respondents indicated that half or more of such

interviews resulted in a job offer.

4.3 Training and Productivitt

Uata were also collected about the training process and productivity

during training of typical new employees holding jobs similar to the ones

deucrihed for the application rating; Training was classified into six types:

(1) formal training by specialized training personnel; (2) self-paced 'earning

programs, (3) instruction received from a supervisor, (4) job learned by

watching to-workers; (5) job learned by doing it while someone devotes 100

percent of or her time watching; and (6) job learned by doing it while

someone watcheS progress out of the corner of hig or her eye. Information on

hoarS Spent in each of these types of training was collected for the first

month if employment; for the next 11 months; and for the second year of

,mployMent.

occurs over

It turns out that approximately a half person-year of training

these three periods. The mean level of training reported by the

respondents was 110 hours during the first month of employment, 584 hours

during the next 11 months; and 350 hours during the second year;

besides responding to the levels of training; the employers rated the

productivity of a typical new employee who was engaged (or not engaged) in

training Activities during the first day Of employment; at the end of the

first month; and at the end of the first year of employment. The instructions

were; "PleaSe rate a typical employee's prodUctiVity on a scale of 0 to 100;

wher 100 equals the maximum productiVity rating any of your employees has or
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can attain and 0 is absolutely no productivity by your employee.' The ques-

tions about the productivity of recently hired employees were intended to pro-

vide indicators of the relative productivity of a worker at different points

in time or engaged in two difterent activities. These questions do not at-

tempt to measure productivity in any absolute sense.

Relative productivity was rated as being very low during the first day

it the worker was not engaged in any training activity (median = 5), was being

trained by a line supervisor or management (median 2t n, or was being trained

by co-workers (median = 15). At the end of the first month, the median rat-

ings were 50, 60, and 50, respectively. At the end of the first pear, the

medians were 85, 90, and 85.

In an attempt to measure whether or not the training given to new employ-

ees in these jobs was general in nature or specific to the firm, employers

were asked how many skills learned on the job were useful outside of their

company and how many other companies in the local labor market have jobs re-

totring those skills. The frequencies of the responses were as follows:

Companies in Area

Skills Learned That Were Having Jobs Requiring

Useful Outside Company Percentage Same Skills Percentage

Ail 95-100% 21.2 Less than 5 6.3

tiost 61=94% 44.2 5 - 15 15.8

Half 40-60Z 18.4 16-100 37;7

some 0-39% 11.9 100+ 40.2

Minimal 0-5% 4.5

These trequencie indicate that most of the training which respondents re-

ported was general in nature and that there were a large number of firms in

their respective areas where workers could use those skills. Such a situation

would suggest that wages would be relatively low as individuals bear part of

the cost of training; Indeed-, the median starting hourly wage for the jobs

was only $5 per hour.
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4.4 Experience with Recently hired Workers

The last type of background information collected in the seminars per-

tained to the experiences firMt had with recently hired workers. Information

;Loch as ace, sex; race, educational attainment; referral source for the job,

wage rate, and productivity score was obtained for a choiCe-based sample of 5

individuals hired within the last 2 years: One had been promoted; one was

still employed but had not been promoted, one had been a discharge; one had

been latd=Off; and one had resigne voluntarily. When asked about retention/

separation of workers, employers reported that a median of 10 percent of em-

ployees aged 16 to 25 hired 2 years ago would be discharged or induced to re-

sign; a median of 18 percent would have voluntarily resigned; a median of 0

percent would be laid-off (39 percent of employers reported having any workers

currently laid-off); and a median of 60 percent would still be employed at the

firm. Of the workers still at the firm (60 percent); employers responded that

abOut 30 percent would have received a job promotion; or "given noticeably

upgraded job responsibilities involving a higher i of pay."

Approkimalely three-quarters of the sample ponded to the questions

about the characteristics of workers who were proMOted and who were still at

the firm but not promoted. Table 9 presents frequency distributions concern-

ing the characteristics of thete workers; The age of promoted workers tended

to be highe: than those workers not promoted. This occurred because the edu-

cation/training level of promoted workers was higher than that of workers not

promoted (about 40 percent of the promoted workers had some education beyond

high schOol; whereas only about a quarter of the nonpromoted individuals had

some postsecondary schooling). Having taken some relevant vocational educa-

tion in high school was also characteristic of workers who were promoted in

comparison to those not promoted;

Slightly over (;0 percent of workers who were promoted had taken a rele-

vant vocational education class in high school, whereas only about 34 percent

Of those who were itct promoted had done so. (The percentages for relevant

cationai education in a postsecondary institution are unconditional. The

percentages of promoted workers and nonpromoted workers who had attended a

postsecondary school and who had taken a relevant vocational education course

were bon close to 100 percent.)
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TABLE 9

CHARACTER15TICS_CE YOUNG WORKERS WHO WERE RETAINED 31.
FIRMS FOR 2 YEARS AND WERE PROMOTED OR NOT PROMOTED

Characteristics Promoted Not Promoted

Ade

Lessthan 20
20-21
22+

10.9%
1H.9
70.2

23.9%
25.2
52.9

Sew

Male 49.31 50.0%
Female 50;7 50;0

Race

Black 13;7% 12;3%
Hispanic 14.1 13.0
white/other 72.2 74;7

Education

Less than high school 4;4% 14.1%
H111 school graduate 56.2 60.8
Some college/training 29.2 16.3
College graduate 10.2 6;5

Relevant voc. ed. in high school

yet, 50.6% 34.3%
No 49.4 65.7

High school GPA

A 7;3% 4.2%
8 24.5 15.5

C 11.5 18.4
1.6 5;5

Unknown 55.1 58.4

Relevant voc. ed. in postsecondary

Yes 45.0% 25.8%
NA/NO 57;0 74;2

Postsecon.le-y GRA

A 4;9% 3.0%
16.0 8.3

C 5.1 8.0
O .8 1.4

NA/Unknown 73.2 79.3

Years of -relevant work experience
(Part-tiWZ-W-TUTI-time)

None 15;9% 25;11
Less than 1 year 16.6 24.0
1-2 yeaf; _ 37.4 35.3
Fiore then 2 years 30.0 15.6

Dld employee receive wore training
then average worker l' job?

Mare 8.1% 11.5%
About the same 86.8 85.8
Less 5.1 2.9

Did firm receive subsidy for hire?

Yes _2.3% 2.8%
No 91.7 97;2

Meslian hourly wage S 6.60 S 5.65

90 75
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The high school and postsecondary grade point averages that were reported

confirmed the hypothesis that promoted workers tended to have higher grades.

F6r workers who w,.ro promoted; when the respondent reported a high school or

postsecondary grade point, over 7U percent had had a 8 average or better in

high school and over 80 percent had had a post-high school B average or bet-

ter. The comparable percentages for workert not promoted were 47 and 54 per-

cent, respectively.

The years of relevant work experience (either part- or full-time) tended

to be higher for workers who were promoted than for workers who were not pro-

Motet!. Over two-thirds of the promoted workers were reported to have had more

than t year of relevant work experience prior to being hired; While only half

of the nonpromoted workers had that much releVant work experience;

The distribution of promoted and nonpromoted workers was virtually iden-

tical across the eharacteristics of sex, race, auount of training, and whether

Or not the firm had received a subtidy for hiring; As would be expected, the

promoted workerS' median current hourly wage and productivity score were sig-

nificantly higher than for their nonpromoted counterparts.

A smaller percentage of the respondents provided data on a voluntary res-

ination (n = 386; 67 percent); a layoff (n = 257; 45 percent), and/or a dis-

chaege (n = 357; 62 percent). Table 10 ,provides frequency distributions for

the eharacteristics of these individuals.

In comparing these three types of separations, it can be seen that three

out of five layoffs and discharges were males, whereas only half of the quits

were males. Eighty percent of the quits were white/other, whereas only 70

percent of the layoffs or discharges were White/other; Of the nonwhite lay-

offs, half were black and half were Hispanic, but of the nonwhite distharges

two-thirds were black.

In terms of edocational attainment, a higher percentage of voluntary res-

ignees had postsecondary training than indiVidnalt Who had been discharged (30

percent compared to 22.6 percent). In turn, a higher percentage of thOse who

had been discharged had postsecondary training than wvrkers on layoff (22.6

2ercent compared to 17.2 percent); Similarly, high school grades were higher

for quits than for those discharged and high school grades for those dit-

charged were higher than for layoffs; Comparing only cases Where grades were
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TABLE 10

CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUTHFUL WCOKEWSI SEPARATED FROM THE FIRM

Characteristics

Age

Less than 20

22+

Sex

Male
Female

Race
Mack
HIspanit
white/other

F ducation

Less than high school
HIqh school graduate
Some college/tralning
College graduate

Relevant voc. ed. In high school

Yes
No

Hlih SCh601 GPA

A

3
C

D

F

Unknown

Relevant voc. ed. in Otilttecondary

Yes
NA /No

rostsecondary TO

A

n
C
I)
NA /Unknown

Years of relevant work experience
(Part-tiaRrarTLITI-tione

None
Less than 1 year
1-2 years
More than 2 years

Did employee receive more training
than average worker In Job?

More
AldoUt the same

Less

Did firm receive subsidy for hire?

Yes
NO

melian duration before separation

WITHIN THE FIRST 2 YEARS

Voduntary
ResAgnation Layoff -ischarqe

14.2% 16.7% 16.8%
24.1 27.6 22.1
61.7 55.7 61.1

51;2% 61.2% S9.4%
48.8 38.8 40,f,

11.3% 14.91 20.5%
10.0 14.9 e.1

78.7 70.2 70.4

12.5% 18.51 16.9%
57;8 64.3 60.5
21.1 10.6 16.3
8.6 6.4 6.3

41.8% 35.5% 29.8%
58.2 64.5 70.2

4.8% 3.2% 2.3%
17.4 _6.9 10.9
13.6 21;0 14.6

2.1 3.6 5.1

0.0 0.0 .9

61.5 65.3 66;2

30.5% 24.8% 24.5%
69.5 75.2 75.5

2.3% 3.31 t.01

10.8 5.6 7.7

6.5 8.9 7.7

0.0 0.0 .3

80.0 82.2 82.6

19.5% 19.31 21.9%
23.2 26.9 21.9
35.5 33.3 34.3
21;8 20.5 21.9

9.1% 13.3% 18.2%

89;1 82.3 79.0

1.8 4.4 2.8

2.4% 2.1% 2.2%
97.6 97.9 97.9

12 months 12 months 10 Months

medtan hourly wage at separaticm 15.75 16.00 15.50

median productivity 2 weeks prior 75 PO 5G
to separation
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reported, the percentages of quits, discharges, and layoffs with a high school

grade average of B or better were 57.7 percent, 39.1 percent, and 29.1 per-

cent, respectively.

Almost 42 percent of the individuals who had voluntarily resigned had

taken a relevant vocational education course in high school compared to 35.5

percent of those lai&-bff and 30 percent of those discharged. Note that the

educational attainment of the individuals who had been laid off (in terms of

amount of schooling and grades) was lower than that of individuals who had

been discharged, but a higher percentage had taken a rele4ant vocational edu-

cation course. ThiS could partially explain why a higher percentage of the

discharged individuals had received more training than the average Vorker in

the same job, as compared to Workers Who had been laid-off.

A

There was little difference across the three types of workers in terms of

age, years of relevant work experience prior to being hired, whether or not

the firms had received a SUbSidy, or duration prior to separation. It is

interesting to note that although the individuals on layoff had the lowest

educational attainment, lowest amount of prior relevant work experience, and

second lowest amount of vocational education and productivity ratings, they

were reported to hAVe the highest wages. This is likely to be explained by

occupational, unionization, and sex differencet across the three types of

separations;

The next chapter of the report presents the results from the estimation

various models used to explain the employability ratings of the applicants.

C=
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5. CHARACTERISTICS WHICH INFLUENCE EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS

5;1 Theory

As Bishop, Barron, and Hollenbeck (1983) suggest; to a potential eMploy-

er, the "true" present Value of labor services offered by a new employee is

a random variable, V. The employer has each job seeker fill out an appli-

cation form that is screened to obtain a set of information about the job

seeker, I. The set of infordiatiOn is then summarized by a screening indek

of qualifications, S(I), and a reservation screening index is derived, S

Only tndividUalS with a screening qualification index exceeding the reserva-

tion screening index are offered an interview.

This research determines the model underlying the Summary of information

Into the screening index (i.e., the S(I) function). As described previouslYi

each respondent was presented With several applications and asked to rate the

applicants on a Scale of 0 to 200; To standardize the ratings to the firm's

hiring standards, the foIllwing diredtions were given:

For a job similar to the one described above, assume--

50 points represents the
ceived at the time of
mance actually turned

100 points represents the

150 points represents the
ceived at the time of
mance actually turned

worst applicant you ever hired (as per-

hiring,_NOTubat the new hire's perfOr-

out to be)

average Applicant you hire

best applicant you ever hired_(as per-
hiring, NOTwhat the new hire'S perfor-

out to be)

Note that since there is really no way to measure employability per se, the

index is a measure to be used to compare more than one applicant for the same

job description.*

*It is probable that job seekers sort employers or potential jobs in their

search activities by the expectation of getting an offer._ This sorting may

result in two seardhert with quite different credentials having equal prob-

ability of employment. The employability index is thus only meaningful for

applicants for the same job desdription.
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How is an employability rating determined? Human capital theory so2_eests

that an individual's productivity is determined by his or her human capital,

which is measured by prior work experience and workplace knowledge, education,

and/or vocational training. The more or the better the human capital, the

higher the productivity an individual would exhibit, and thus, the higher the

employability. The the research reported here has been limited to noncollege-

bound youth seeking an entry -level career position, so human capital is

limited to job experience in part-time or smmmer jobs, and secondary or post-

secondary education, which may include vocational training; Human capital

theory would suggest that employers could distinguish between job applicants

who were very similar--same educational attainment, similar grades, and so

forth--by examining work experience patterns;

An alternative theory that may be referred to as a screening or signal-

ing_thearx (Arrow 1973; Spence 1972, 1973) suggests that productivity is not

determined by human capital, but rather by inherent traits or talents of in-

dividuals. The theory assumes that these talents are inversely related to the

costs of schooling or private training, so that employers can use wages to

provide incentives for more talented individuals to acquire more schooling.

Thus, the level of schooling can be used as a signal of underlying traits.

A variant of this theory that might be entitled job rationing or 4u:etiing

theory (see Thurow 1969) posits that productivity is embedded in the job and

that schools and work experience serve to sort out potential job applicants.

In other word: learning and training take place on the job, so that the func-

tion al schools is simply to screen indlvi&lls and not to impart human cap-

ital. Presumably, individuals who achieve higher levels of education are

volc-d because they will be mote easily trained and will be rationed into best

Jobs, An implication of the signaling and queuing theories is that employers

applicatiuos in such key areas as having a high school diploma or post-

secondary education, while other characteristics of the applicants have little

bearing on their employability ratings.

*Wages for the_jobs_ that require a high level of inherent traits will be
set high enough Iluch that they cover the costs of schooling for highly
talented individuals but do not cover the (higher) costs for lesser talented
individuals.
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The models estimated below stem from a theoretical perspective that is a

combinatiOn Of the human capital and signaling theorieg.
*

The theory sug-

ttiAt employers believe an applicant's true productivity, V, is deter-

mined by a set of attributes, some of which are observable and some of which

are nut. Denote these two sets as A-0 and AN. The folloWing equation

deterMines productivity:

(1) Vij = f(Aui, ANil(j)

where

Vij is the productivity of the ith individual in firm j's job

Noi are i'S observable attributes that determine productivity

Are i's nonohservable attributes that determine productivity

Ki Are char%icteristics of firm j that may affect prodactivity

such as capital stock, age, firm size, and so forth.

The personnel function in a firm is to observe applicatita and predict

their pbtential productivity. This is done by calculating am index that is

the i;:pociation of productivity conditional on and KJ, or

(2) S(l) 7.(Vi1iNot, Kji ,t 1).

(It is assumed that productivity measures can he monotonically transformed to

a scale Iron 0 to 200.) The problem Which the personnel staff faces is that

the Ai are not ohservahle; The theory suggests that signals are de46160ed

for them. It is A!;h:umed that the signals do not affect productivity direct-

ly.** for ikAmoli., neatness on o're apOication form 14 taken to he a signal

of Laving a good at=itode Gr being neat and careful; Location or reputation

of a school is taken tai he n ,itgfial for of how well education an individual Is

or how diSCiplihed he or she is or as a proxy i:tr. location of residence, that

it set t is a sign 1 of socioeconomic status.

gut firti, and what is more important, the personnel within firms, vary

With respect to what they consider to be relevant proxies and the importance

or weight put on each proxy. There is a natural feedback loop operating in

tirms as is shown in figure 4.

*Spence (1981) presents an alternative, simple theoretical model that achieves

this combination, also.

**It may he assumed that signals that do affect prodUctiVity are in tot.
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A licants

Personnel staff or
line supervisors

rate applications
based on S (I)

Some individuals
are hired

Outcome is
successful or not

[

Personnel staff or line
supervisors revise
_rating procedures

Figure 4. The personnel feedback loop in firms

ThiS figure demonstrates that various candidatew file applications for an

opening. The personnel staff or line supervisors review those applications

and on the basis of their current S(I) function (ratings functiun)i they re

ccmmend certain applicants over others. These applicants are hired and turn

out to be successful or unsuccessful matches for the firm. Based on these

outcomes; the raters may alter their particular screening mechanisms. The

upstmt of this model is that the nonobservable characteristics are pruxied

according to the following function:

(3) ittNi gjk (Ci) eijk

Whet

gjk is the signaling functnr of the kth rater at firm j

Ci are the proxy characteri.atics of the ith applicant (signals)

eijk is an error term.

Substituting (3) into (2); we find the following:

(4) S(I) 0 E(VtilAoi; K; gjk(Cf) + eijk).

The Aoi in equation (4) are the human capital variables and the Ci are sig7

naling characteristics such as application neatness; eligibility for IJTC;

race; location of high school; reason for leaving previous employer; and so

lorth.



(5)

The models that were estimated come directly from (4) and are as follOWS:

S(I)iik = al + b1X + b2Yi + b34( + beitiZk + eijk

where

S(I)ijk = hiring index scores for ith individual by application

rater k in firm j

= characteristics of firm j

Yi = characteristics of applicant i

ik = personal attribUteS of person k doing rating for firM j

NOte that the Zk variables enter the model directly and also interacting

with applicant characteristicS. The interactions result from the process

of raters obserVing hiring outcomes that reinforce their choice of signals

or cause them to alter those proxies. The additiVe terms will test whether or

nct there are independent effects of the raters' personal characteristics on

the ratings. The parameters that are estimated from (5), i.e., the bi,

represent the marginal i'fluence of the characteriatic on the employability

score.

The next sections of this chapter foeuk on the influence of individual

groups of variables on employability ratings: Equation (5) was estimated for

all occupations jointly and for each occupation separately. Applicant char-

acteristicsj data about the job and firm; and rater characteristics were in

the MO-dela tAgether, but their effects are diadUssed separately in the

retaining sections of the chapter.

5;z TheInfluenceof A2pliCint Charatteriattcs_

5;2;1 School Characteristic

In constructing the applicatibhA to be used as stimuli in the data

onItectioni the following characteristics about the applicants' high school

expertents were varied:

Name (type) of high school
- nigh school major/program

- Participation in a codperative education program

or occupational work experience program

- Grade point 4-Average
- Graduate or 'dropout
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The variance concerning the name or type of high school was that Central High

School represented a central city, public school;

school; and Jeffersonville, a rural or surburban,

St. Mary's, a parochial

presumably public, school.

Obviously, the influence of these variables depends on how respondents inter-

preted the school names.

were

The high school major or programs differed

assigned randomly from the following

Retail/Clerical Applicant
General
Office Education
Distributive Education
College Preparatory__
Cooperative Office_Education
Cooperative_ Distributive Education
Occupational Work Experience

list:

slightly by occupation and

Machine_tracies
General
Machine Trades
Cooperative_ Machine Trades
Occupational Work Experience (OWE)

The variables that were constructed from this information were whether or not

the high school program was relevant to the job in question ane whether or not

the applicant participated in a cooperative education program or an occupa-

tional work experience program.

The marginal effects on employability of high school characteristics are

presented in table 11. The high school grade point average had the stronge7t

influence on employability ratings of any of the secondary school variables;

In developing the applications, grade points were assigned randomly from a

uniform distr'Fition over the span (1.40, 3;60) of A 6.0 ayiteti; The marginal

effect is quit consistent across all the occupations and in magnitude

represents almost 15 percent of the mean employability rating.

As might be expected, graduation from high school generally had a signi-

fiCant and large effect on employability ratings. However, the size of the

coefficient was smaller than for a 1.0 difference in grade point average and

was not significant for retail trade employers.

Several studies have attempted to examine the relationship between the

46ality of schooling and earnings or wage rates. Johnson and Stafford (1973)

found that a 10 percent increase in school expenditures per student increases
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T.J3LE 11

MARGINAL EFFECTS OF HIGH SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS ON EMPLOYABILITY RATING

Variable Full Sample
Clerical Retell
Applicaten_Applicants

Machine Trades
Applicanta

Attended Central
High School° 1.13 3.89" 4.00 - 2.48

Attended St. Mary's
High Schoole .92 4.77" .42 - 2.65

Cooperative ed. program 2.25 .03 9.57"

Occupational work experience
prcaram 2.04 3;76 4.73 1.77

i'dievent major a&5 - 1.30 3.944 3;42°

H1gn school CPA 12.95°4* 12.77"" 10;4044° 14.62'4°

Graduated 9.11°4° 9.87"4 5.52 12.09

a OmItted cubit Is attended Jefferson !}i0 School.

b Not applicable In this aquatIon

Significant at < .10 level.
Significant at < .05 Pavel.' SIgnificant at < .01 level;

TABLE 12

MARGINAL EFFECTS OF POSTSEC010-ARY SO4.CC EXPERIENCE ON EMPLOYABILITY RATING

JAMMOINO11111r

Full Sample
Clerical

Anni
Wall_ Machina Trie41

Attoided_a postsecondary
instItutIon 9.67 7.44 16.77 13.10

Attended private institution 1;93 2.36 9.03 1.38

Postsecondary OPA 1.95 3.85 - .67 223

Obtalned a degree 7.244°4 3.01 16.07°4 7.81"

Significant it < .10 level.

-f° Significant at < .05 level.
SIgnifIcant at < .01 level.
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the annual return to schooling by close to 2 percent. Wachtel (197) found

similarly strong effects in data in which student test scores were available

AS well; the correlation between expenditures and test scores was also quite

high. Wise (1975) found strong effects of school quality on earnings and even

on dates of advancement of workers in a large firm. This study examined the

relationship between quality of schools and the employability index. The

findings show the type (or locatfon) of high schools influenced eployers'

ratings of applicants for clericall jobs only; bOth urban and parochial high

school attendance raised employability ratings: Urban and parochial school

attendance had a negative (but statistically insignificant) effect for machine

trades applicants.

Participation in a co-op program (distributive education) had a relative-

ly large* positive effect for retail applicants* but the relevance of the high

school major or program and participation in an occupational work experience

(OWL) program did not have significant effects in any of the other

equat _nos.

5.2.2

As described above* each employer rated 11 applicants of which 4 had

attended a postsecondary institution; The marginal effects of attendance*

type of institution* grade point* and obtaining a degree from a postsecondary

schovl on employability ratings are shown in table 12. For these variables*

finishing a .-)gra was the only significant variate (although even that wax

nit aignifica; in the clerical equation); A dummy variable for attending a

postsecondary institution at all (degree or not) was quite large in magnitude

(and was significant in some preliminary model specifications)* but whether or

not the institution wag: public or private And grade point average attained in

the postsecondary school did not have significant marginal effects on employ-

ability ratings.

5.2.3 Prior Work Experience

Considerable variation in prior work expertenc, :. was introduced on the ap-

plicatiou forms. The number of prior jobs held ranged from zero to five. The

nom!lpr of months of prior work experience ranged from 0 to 68; Previous em-

ployers and their positions are shown earlier to this paper in table 4. Rea-

sons for leaving jobs ineluded "Left to look for full-time job*" "Left for
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better ieb, "Went back to school;" "WAS laid off," "Was temporary job," and

",?oit . In table I3i the coefficients fcr a number of Work experience vari-

abls ,r orvsc:Itc.!. In the empxriLal ex2minatied of :Jork experience; appli-

cants who had worked prior to finishing their Schooling were ch.ssified into

two ,.1rAnOS: (1) working during summers only and (2) working during the school

year And summers. Some controversy has arisen in the literature about the ef-

feot of part-time work dating high school; so thoSe applicants who had chosen

wArk only daring summers were isolated from those who worked during the

hnnl v-oar; For both ;:pes of workers, a zero-on: dummy variable was
entered

Into t,w equations as well as months of work experience in the two states to

ilas.ir the length of the work experience.

In terms of types of prior work experience; several variables were used

to test hypotheses abbot relevant work experience and work experience in Lit&

tirms or organiatiOns, in tact -food establishments; and in public organiza-

tions.

lobs or

The hypotheses were that a larger share of work experience 14 relevant

in jobs in Litrti; Organizations would have a positive influence on ent

ployability ratings, and that a larger amount of time in public jobs or Week

experience in fast -too; restaurants would have a negattve influence on appli-

-cantS' employability ratings. In prior work, employers reported that reasons

tot leaving jobs were important factors to asses: ink applieants; so the fol-

lowing two variables used: (1) the number of times the reason for leav-

ing a Pib was "Quit" and (2) the number of times the reason for leaving was

"Was laid oft."

Finally, tf the appli.cant 'nazi warked; the applicant's unemployment stat-

us was measured by using the months since the laSt job ended. The expectation

about this variable is ambiguous since a long period of unemployment could

indicite that the Applicant is not as employable as other applicants who have

shorter spells of unemployment. On the ntner hand; it could indicate that the

applicant is 6joei, eager or willing to work and thus might be a good hire; The

last variable In the table is the gap& to employment experiences; (i.e.; there

was at least one month of not working between two prior jobs). Existence of

0 op is tyically Lfio:ight to he a negative factor.

The results showed that having matte_ work .experience bad a very large

oositive influence on employability ratings. The distinction between working
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TABLE 13

vAR,GINAL EFFECTS OF WORK EXPERIENCE VARIABLES ON INFtOfkBILITY RATING

iariable

Any work. experience

Total numOer of months of
prior work experience

%Jm=er of jots

w :rkod part-time Curing
sch.)ol year prior to
leaving school

N.mper of months worked
Burin:; school year

worked only summers pri...w
to leaving school

If Worked only suers.
rwmners of months

Of months of relevant
eyperience to total

Tenths of work experience

of months of work
rwper;ence In large organi-
ations to toter months

erpo!rienCe

,atio,If months of work
.;prience In pull is
: rganizatIons to total
,nth- of work c.ipurionce

Any exu--_,r1f.rce in

fast-fool rest ants

'i,Jmner of Quits

1icolhor of

!.',-)ntn.. since last job

in ompiovment record

Sample Applicants
Retail

Applicants
Machine Trades

Applicants

2;94

- .06

- 3.77.

7.96

- ;22

- 4.39"

11;43

.26

- 7,ut

1;70

- .00

- .35

8.34 7.41 4.35 9.13"

.14 .11 .90 .18

7.07". 7.34 16.48 5.7-,

.16 .87 = 3.69 .0

14.73" 14.51s" 27.87" 9,23"

e;;716" 1 C.oti 13;47"

6.73 - 4.6O 10.30 -14.64*"

1.15 1.74 14.53 - .07

- 5.26". - 7.05"0 - 1;93 - 5;17

- .30 2.41 4.72 15.71"

;40 - ;19 1.(4i 1;09"

4.14 4.76 - .e,.3.i-i .S3

':IgnIficant At < .10 level.
,1,.;n1fIcent At < .05 level.
',fgrifirant at < .01 level.
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only in the summer versus working at some time during the school year was not

important though. aaving eithJet tYpe of work experience had a significant,

po,sitive marginal effect on iemployability of about the same magnitude. The

of the results is that working part-time ror full-tiMe) during the

scool year does not provide more than a Marginal improvement in employability

ratings, over having work experience solely during summers. But, considering

the large influzsrtte that high school grade point average has on employability

ratihgs, if part -time work influences those grades negatively, any marginal

Advint,ge from the extra wark experienCe quickly disappears.

<;-Iployers, particularly those assessing cleriCal applicants, reacted

neatively to the number of prior jobs held. The number of jobs can be inter-

pretd as a signal of A high turnover prooens:ty, which is presumably a nega-

tive tratt. The total number of months worLiitg was not significant in any of

the equations, implying that employers tend to count the number of prior jobs

for which information is provided, biit do not weigh the duration of those jobs

hcaviIv.

The rei..va of the AnnliCatit'S prior work experience was an important

poitive factor in di,trmining employability ratings. If one of two otherwise

identoal job applicants had 40 percent of hiS or her job experience in rele-

VAIR jobs; whereat; the other had all prior work experience in relevant jobs,

the former'!, predi-cted rating WAS lover by ab;;ut nine points (which is an-

proxiatoly the sate size effect as high school graduation). The relevance of

the inh experience variable was particularly important for retail applicants.

Work experience Iii large organizations ASO eortHrme4 fa be a Ngi'

tiv causal factor; It was positive in all equations and statistically sign-

ificant in the full sample and the machine trades sample. Work experience in

A puhlic (or goverw4Htal) Organiatioc had a significant, negative marginal:

et tee. on employahtd lit,v ratings (again in the full sample and machine trades).

Work experience in a fast-food restaurant did not stigmatize youth as anlic-

pared, and for retail ertiOliietS0 such work experience wan one of the two

',tron);est determinants of employablIity.

The results in tAhli2 13 support the hypothesis that the number of

quit.; uo;;Atively asnociated with employability ratings. In terms of magni-

tude, two quits would more than offset the positive marginal effect of having
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any work experience. The number of times the applicant reported being laid-

off was AB important negative factor for machine trades employers, but not for

the clerical or retail employers. This may steo. from the fact that firms in

the machine trades sectors are mare often unionized and tend to have formal

14yoffs; therefore; these employers were more sensitive to that information.

The number of months since the last job ended was a significant, positive

variable :or the machine trades employers, but did not influence the raters of

the other occupations. Having a gap in the employment record inexplicably had

a significaic, positive effect on employability ratings.

5.2.4 ckilt: amd_011aexFactiors

Two occunatiOnally specific skill variables were shown on the applicattan

forms that were rated; For clerical and retail applications, the applicant's

tested typing sp,t-ds were reported (this was randomly drawn from a range of 40

to 60 words per Anate). For the machine trade applicants, the number and

names of machines ;hat could be operaupd were provided. In this rnase, one-

third of the applications had "none,- one-third had 'bort:1g mill, saw, shap-

er," and one-third had "lathe, grinder, drill press, milling machines, boring

-ISM, saw, shaper.- As shOwn in table 14, both of these skill variables were

significant.* For clerical applicants, rerolts :;how that a typing

speed of 10 words per minute hillier improves empluyahility as much as attend-

ing a postsecondary program.

A quest: ., of interest is how the source of referral affects the

employer, and is cr her assessment of an application. Bishop, Barron; and

1611eaheck (1983) have shown a strong proclivity on the part of employers to

rely on informal methods of referral such as frienda or current employees in

making hiring decisions. Their study shows that workers hired through infor-

mal channels had higher productivity and required less training title than

workers on the same Joh who were hired through formal sources such as the Job

Service; schoolsi or private employment ageocikls. The referral source item on

application was used to test the effect of referral source on employabil-

ity ratings. In the simulated applications, the following referral sources

wore distributed equally:

51n the full sample_ analysis, the mean number of machines operated (3.67) was

entered for clerical/retail applicants and the mean typing speed (50 words per

minute) was entered for machine trades.
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TABLE 14

MARGINAL EFFECTS OF SKILL AND OTHER VARIABLES ON EMPLOYABILITY RATING

Verizble

_Full

Semple-
_Clerical

A0011caints

Mafia 11

ApptIcents
Machine Trades

Applicants

Typlg Speed

t1o. of Machines Operated

Referral :lource:

1.18"

= .41

A

Employ-nett Service - .01 .99 - 3.66 - 1.54

School 1.68 - .58 2.62 2.2%

Advertlsweentitign - 1.80 - .78 5.18 - 4.12

Friona .45 2;33 2.34 - .18

Eligibillti for TJTC .77 3.00 1.11 - .78

Age .75 - .43 1.54 .73

°Not applicable since variable not used In these appiicatiors.

Significant of ( .10 level.
" Sivollicant at .c .C5 level.

4," Sigtlficant at g .01 level.

TABLE 15

moksiNq EFFECTS or JOB CHARACTERISTICS ON EMPLOYABILITY RATING

.31MINNBlar______

V ter I eta*

FUll
Sarno!,

Clerical
Applicanti

- Refill_ Machine Tredit

--A0611C4hts_____ANWILONITS

Ste. Ing age

ltsclerltS1;

.38 .39 4.184, .15

2vretall; 31machime) 1.78
a

Difficulty of dismIssalb 1.10 .09 11.28 -3.57

Cost of mettilmec ii6 .35 2;03 -
.-101111117.111.

4Ndi 60011t6b16 in this equation.

ttumni variable equel_to onei if "A let" be "tome pephrwork required
1-=> diSmlit en amployes; 0 Otheralse.

cCetegorical verloble from smallest category to lerwost.

Significent et < .10 level.
SIgnIficont at t .05 Isvel.
Significant at < .01 level.
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Job service
School counselor
kdverti5ement/sign
Unknown or no referral
Friends/acquaintance at firm

`fire -unknown or no referral source was the omitted category; so all of the

coefficients in table 14 are relative to that category. AlthOUgh there are

interesting differential patterns in the signs of the variables across oc-

cupations, none of the coefficients were statistically significant.

The Targeted JobS Tat Credit (TJTC) is a program designed to subsidize

the employment of disadvantaged workers; Because TJTC is a subsidy and be-

cause of its limited eligibility, theory suggests that employers to

substitute eligible applicavAs for noOeligible appiica6ts their hiring de-
_

CiSionS. Further ore theory suggests that firms will expand their total em-

olortent because of the tax credit; Burt less and Cheston (1981), however,

found that being eligible for TJTC stigmatizes weirkerS and causes them to be

at a disadvantage in the labor market.; Firms tend to Avoid participation

kerause of paperwork and auditing burdens** In the models reported here,

these competing potheses were tested. The hypothesis that eligibility for

TJTC stigmatizes an applicant was not borne out by the statistical results.

In facti such ha a significant pc.Ative influence for clerical

.ipplic.Ats. Finally; age of the applicant had no independent influence on

orvloyahility;

r).3 The ?ifluene,e& of Job and Firm21212flfrilieLloulfaivabilitY

).3.l Job Chara:-teristics

Ch;:racteriAtics about 4 Job that ai it influen00 ratings are the wage

rate; the occupation, the .mount of job security; and the type of equipment

ith shish the applicant would work. Hypotheses are that the higher the

st;Irting wage; the more care that will be exercised in hiring (i;e;; the lower

the rAting). Algo4 the mote job security (as measured by the difficulty of

tiring Variable) mad the more expensive the equipment to be used on the Job,

,lore negitive Ihe rating will he

*The U.S. Treasury Dooattmeit, in fact, testified against a continuation of

the TJTC because its factat distortion tendgtocause substitution toward less

efficient labor away from more efficient capital;

**The fast-food industry iron a notable exception.
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As seeo in r.ihl& 15i none of these hypotheses are confirmed and two of

the hypotheses are contradicted for retail jobs. In all the equations, the

high-er th-& Starting uag.- for a position cOrtesponding to the job description

provided, the higher the rating, all other things equal. The magnitude of the

effect is particularly large and significant for retail employers. The vari-

able dealing with difficulty of dismissal similarly had an effect that had the

opposite sign from what was expected for the retail applicants. A possible

explanation for the countervailing findings in retail trade establishments is

the extent to which commissions are used. If commissions account for a Larger

share of total compensation (therefore; wages a lower share), then employers

nay exercise more caution in hiring, i.e. ratings witl be lower.

5.3.4 Firm Characteristics_

The estimates of the marginal effects of the-Se characteristics of the

firm are presented in table16; most of the results confirmed prior expecta-

tion., Although the behavior exhibited in the estimation of the machine trades

equation is distinctly different from the behavior estimated for the other two

occupations.

The first characteristic about a firm to he considered was its employment

size; The hypothesis is the larger a firm is, the more likely it is to haiie A

formal personnel department Which implieS economies of scale in processing ap-

plicant. 040 expects, therefore, more extensive search and higher appli

cant rat ings. Larger firms can afford to interview and investigate more

Applicants, so at the applicationILEte, they will be less discerning. Other

chines eqUal, they will rate applicants higher; Employment size had the

expected is tive effect for clerical and retail applicants, Ore former being

stat!stically signifiCant, but for machine trades, the coefficient was

o!owntially O.

Since the univerSe of applicants was comprised of youths, another char-

actoristic of the firm's work force of interest would be the percentage of

workers wider Age 25. If that percentage is relatively large in a firm, then

youthful Applicants such as those which are the fiitls of the study, who lack

job experience, will he rated higher than in a firm with a smaller share of

workers cinder Age 2S. One of the two largest effects among the firm Ciarac-

teristios (and one that was consistent across the sample) was the percentage

of the work force tinder agi.! 25. The average marginal effect for the sample

(.17) translates into an applicant receiving .1,7_pOint higher rating at a firm



TABLE 16

MARGINAL EFFECTS OF FIRM CHARACTERIMCS ON EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS

Variable

Employment size°

Percentage of work force
under age 25

Firm has iv: formal_
probatIonarw period

Length of format pro- _

batIonery perIcl (weeks)

Average rate of
vacancies/week

Most of fltm's training
Is General °

Number -of competing
firms In area

Percentage of workers
not separated at the
end of 2 years

Percentage of reasonably
well Qualified applicants

_Full
Sem-046--

_Clerical
Applicants

Retail
Applicants

Machine Trades
Applicants

.24 .094 1;45 - ;10

.17*** .20"*4 .25"" .11""

- 6.41' -12.10"" -11.90° 2.11

- .13 - .20 - .17 .06

.14"" - .04 ;07 .29."

- .22 - .03 - 6.20 3.45

1;15 - 3.44 - 2.97 2;984

- - 1.33" - 8.40 .02

.1344 .09*** .21" .17"
0

'eCategorictil variable (ran small to large.

btlqummy variable set to one if respondent reports that "all" or "most" skills taught
on the Job are useful outside the firm;

Significant
Significant
Si9n1f1cant a.

<
<

<

.10 level.

.05 level.

.01 levet.

SFf 6)



where 50 percent of the work force was under age 25, than at a firm where: Only

10 ooreont of the employees were inkier age 25; This compares with an average

effeet Of 9 points for graduation from high school.

Whether or not a firm has a formal probationary period or not and the

length of such a period if it does have one may affect the care --.hat raters

.

exercise in assessing applicants. If theie is a formal probationary period4

employet§ can accept more risk and thus ratings may be higher. As the pto-

hationary period lengthens; the firn'S investment in the new hire increases

and so higher standards should be used; that is the sign of the marginal ef-

roct of the length of the probationary should be negative;

The probationary period effects were an instance where machine trades

employers behaved quite differently from the remainder of the sample. Having

no fOrMal probationary period was negative and significant both for the Cleri-

cal and retail sample and fur the equation estimated over the total sample;

That is; having no formal probationary period caused canti,bn to be exercised

far theSe enplOyers. As anticipated; the sign of the length of the formal

probationary period coefficient was negative (although not signifitant) in

these equations. On the other hand; the marginal effects for the machine

trades sample were positive for "no probatidnary period" and positive for thTi-

length Of the prIbationary period; althOUgh neither coefficient was Siigai-

fiCantly different from zero. A potential examinatica for the occupattional

differences is that the relatively higher proportion of unionization atmeg

machine trades employers causes the diffetent behavior. No formal probation-

ary period may be a proxy for nonunidnitation, and se the risk of a mismatch

is lower when there is no formal probationary peri6d.

In controlling for firm size, the number of vacancies that firms have

should affect their assessments of job applicants as well. More vacancies

imply that the firm will have higher costs in terms of lost production as Jobs

go unfilled; so they will tend to lover their hiring standards (i;e;; ratings

will he higher). Similarly, the employee separation rates that firms experi

ence will influence applicants' employability ratings; Firms that have rela-

tively high retentior, rates can afford to have tougher hieing Standards, or

the reverse causa'.ty may hold, tougher hiring standards lean to lower

turnover.
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The ratings of machine trades employers were particularly sensitive t6

the average number of vacancies that the firm had in a week, although neither

the clerical nor retail employees had this sensitivity. Both of the hypothe-

ses that employers offering training mostly of a general nature and those

facing a relatively large number of competitive firms are more careful in

screening applicants were contrathicted by the estimate in the machine trades

sample, where signiticant positive effects were estimated. Furthermore, al-

though the sigs of the estimated effects were correct for the other occupa-

tions, the enrameters were not significantly different from zero.

Salop iv.id (i57) emphasize the importance of quit propensities of

workers it iArt:A' hi.4.1g behavior. If a firm tends to provide general train-

ing for i!A; woe17:,cts, andior if there is a Ia4e niAeer of competing firms in

the labor mar:. then it can be predicted that firms will be more cau-

tious in their hiring to mitstmize potenti twits;

The retentin rate of firms (tht percentage of workers hired 2 years ago

Wao would still be with th firm) is negr:.ively related to applicant ratings

for employers of clerical 4t)rkers as expected. Causality is uncertain because

of the simultaneity in this relatioaship. Employers who are more carefel in

their assessments Tzy hire workers with lower quit propensities, and lower

separation rates mean Lower rates of vacancies. Thus, employers can be

tougher in ..hei hiring standards.

Finally, E we treat the percentage of reasonably well-qualified appli-

cants as an outcome measure of the firm's referral and hiring policies, then

the positive (and significant) marginal effect on applicant ratings is to

be expected. The average applicant, other things being equal, is given a

more positive rating at a firm that feels it attracts well-qualified workers

through a halo effect;

All in all, most of the hypotheses concernaing firm characterisrit and

rating behavior were confirmed by the analysis, although distinct differences

between machine trades employers and clerical or retail employers were noted;
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5.4 Imfluence of the Rater Characterkstics

The final group of variables that was included in the model incorporated

personal characteristics of the individual respondents. The data that were

gathered included the tollowing covariates:

Age (less than 30, 30-44, 45-54, 55+)

Education
Sex
Race
Position in the firM
Job duties
Hiring authority

4 Firing authority
Tenure in job
Tenure in establishment
Hiring experience in any job

The etfects of each of these variables on the employability scores of

applicants are presented in table 17. The different nature of hiring for

machine trades jobs is (again) highlighted in the coeffitieht On vhother or

not th e respondent is a member of the firms' personnel stiff; Two hypotheses

could be put forward as to why the rater's position in a personnel department

would have a negative influence on applicant ratinu. First of all, the per-

sonnel staff often processes a substantial number: Of applicants and may have

to set tough standards with numerous signals in order to screen out undesir-

able applicants quickly. Furthermore, since their own job performante depends

on how well applicants are received; they may have a direet incentive to set

high standards. These hypotheses may explain the size and significance of th5-11,

itiegative effect of this variable in the samples of clerical and retail appli-

cants= In the mathihe trades sample, however, being a member of the persadi

staff hag a positive relationship with employability ratingg Here it may be

the case that the personnel staff As less familiar with the requirements

necessary for the job-, or that there is greater labor lemand, or that per-

sonnel staff view their function as presenting line supervisors with a wide

choice of applicants.

The race variable was significant only in the sample of retail applicants,

although the skgal of the effect was positive for all occupations which tends

to confirm prior evidence that blacks rate ipplicants higher than whites

(recall that the applicants were supposed to be of the same race, althougn it

was not specEfied).
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TABLE 17

MARGINAL EFFECTS OF RATER CHARACTERISTICS ON EMPLOYABILity

Total
Sample

Clerical
Applicants

Retail
Applicants

Machine Trades
App11rAnts

Sex Os male) 1;99 2;06' - 2;30 2.97

Race (l.black) 5.03g ;77 36;67*" 4;74

Member of personnel staff .8ft - 7.400 -10.36* 7.70".

Hiring authority - 1;52 - 4.70 9.01

Firing authority 3.27 1.15 - 8;71 5.7,3

Age" 1.33 1.18 - 2.12 4.70"'

Lducationa

participated In
r-ty firm

.56

.15

.11

.32"

- 5.29

.34

.15

.04

at.-it;;>rIcer variable ranging from smallest to largest

Significant at < ;10 level.
" Significant at < .05 level.
"g Significant at < .01 level.
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If the individual had full or shared responsibility for hiring sta'f,

then tougher standards were applied; as might be expected. The reverse would

be true for firing authorit. since the respondent could bear the responsibil-

ity of any misMAttheS; This is the case for the machine trades sample, where

the signs for the hiring and firing authoritY Variables were opposite and both

were significant;

Thi. age of the rater had a positive effect on the employability ratings

in the machine trades sample, whereas years partici 'ing in hiring processe

(presumably highly correlated with age) had a significant, positive effect for

clerital Applitants; The educational attainment of the raters had essentially

no influence on the applicants' employability assessments in the clerical and

machine trades sampl,Th but had a strongly negative relatlonihip in the retail
_ .

sample. The sex of the rater influenced rarings for clerical applicants

(makes rated applicants higher)

the next chapter of this report, analyses of data of a mure qualita-

tive nat:Ire are presented.
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6. EMPLUER COMMENT G ABOUT HIKING YOUTH AND

ABOUT EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION OF YOUTH

6.1 Irroduction_andOmerview of Comments

The final section of the questionnaire was intended to give employers an

opportenity to report their opinions about the educational preparation of

Applicants and about what skills and competencies school6 should be teaching.

Furthermore, it asked for general comments about experiences in hiring youth

for entry-leVel jobs. Approximately 85 percent of the respondents answered an

objective question about the preparation of young job applicants in certain

school subjects, and approxiMAtely 50 percent of the employers supplied an-

swers to open-onded questions about experiences in hiring youths and about

skills and competencies schools shOuld be teaching;

Several impressions were formed after reading through hundreds of opin-

ions froM these employers from all across the United States. For the most

the comments were critical of applicants and schools. The three majol

areas of concern were (1) poor attitudes and work ethics among youths; (2)

poor jobS search skills and (3) inadequate preparation in bask Skills. TAvm

fret that the comments were of a negative nature was not surprising; If yoa

asked Students for opinions abO6t schools and employers, you would most likely

receive numerous complaintd, and if yo:: asked schriol personnel about students

and employers, there would probably be negative comments; But the intensity

of the remarks, as well as their contents, suggests that there Ate a consider-

able number of mistakes made in the hiring process (mismatches, high turnover)

that could be reduced with improvemenIts in schooling and with the teaching of

job search skills:*

A second impression was formed after classifying the complaints about

basic skills deficiencies into two categories: (1) examples of deficiencies

that affect job performance and (2) general opinions about inadequate basic

skills. MoSt of the comments were Of the second variety. The implications to

*Using economic efficiency as_a criterion requires that the benefits to

society ofimprovements in schooling and instruction in job search skills in

the form of higherproductivity_Or lower search costs must exceed the social

costs of the improvements in order frit the policy to be sensible.
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be drawn from ech of these categories of complaints are quite different;

Examples of job performance effects mentioned were inability to make change,

inability to write dollar figures, inability to compute sales tax, inability

to alphabetize, and unfamiliarity with fractions less than one-fourth. TheSe

effects could be quite costly to the firms, but what is more important, they

could probably be corrected with more emphaSit on batit tkillt in schools.

However, the impression is that there is -something to be read between

the lines" of general opinions expressed concerning basic skills. it is dif-

ficult to interpret comments like, "Schools need to emphasize the basis," or

-Teach the 3Rs" when it is not possible to probe further. it may be the case

that these comments emanate from observing poor job perfqrmance as in the

above examples. (However, such comments may not really a addressing basic

skills attainment per se. Basic skills achievement may be a signaling device

for productivity or trainability and employers are concerned that declining

trends it. educational achievement may imply lower quality job applicants. Or

basic skills ma-; be a proxy for other less easily measured elements of employ-

ability. These types of interpretations are supported by a consideration of

the carelessness, poor spelling, 06Jr grammar, and poor handwriting observed

in the luestionnaire responses.* A few of the employers even indicated that

the entry-level jots in their firms di4 not require basic skills; To the ex-

tent that basic skills are signals and do not affect job performance directly,

more emphasis on basic skills in schools alone may not bring about improve-

ments in the -1)cluctivity of youthful workers but rather other employability

skills such as fork maturity and interpersonal xbilities must be instilled.

A final impressiontthat comes from reviewing the employers' comments is

that perhaps much of the disenchantMent with youths' attitudes and work ethic

could be overcome with more interaction hetweth schools and firms. When such

interaction was mentioned in the respondents' opinions, it was invariably a

positive experience. Cooperative education program participants were highly

regarded. Work - study program participants also had an advantage over other

high school students in terms of employability i_tt..:ttident. Of course, num-

erous other examples of successful education-industry interaction can be

Oocumented.

*Over 40 responses (approximately 15 percent cf thote that answered the open-
ended question) contained mitspellings. Conservatively estimated, about 3
times that many vere "sloppy."
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in the next section of this chapter, data about the preparation of youth

la terms of certain school subjects is analyzed. Then the comments made by

employers are presented. While the comments nave been organized in a particu-

lar Fashion; they still represent a reasonably random sample of the comments

received. For presentation purposes; they have been claSSified into the

following categories:

Comments about school experiences of youth

Comments about job search skills
Comments about attitudes and Work habit§

Summary remarks conclude the chapter;

h.2 Employer Opinions about theEducat-ionai_Preparation
of Youthful Applicants

Rh&.-ed upon their expL,rience with youth; employers were asked to indicate

in which of the following areas of ediitational preparation applicants were

typically Well-prepared or not well-prepared:*

Science
English writing ability
English verbal ability
Mathematics
56sitiess preparation (bookkeeping; typing, etc.)

Distributive or marketio8 vocational education

0) Industrial vooationaI education (machine trades; wOodworking;

auto mechanics; etc.)

The only subject in which employers felt applicants were well prepared was

industrial vocational education. The worst preparation reported in this

survey was in English--wrilimg ability; Here; more than 10 times as many

employers felt preparation was inadequate as compared to those employers who

felt applicatns were well prepared.

In table 18; the responses to the question are presented disaggregated by

occupation The percentages of respondents who felt that the applicants were

well pr4AreQ, not well prepared; or who had no response are given in paren-

theses iine.erneath each entry in the table. The conclusions drawn from the

data in this table are as follows:

*In interpreting the responses to this questions, two factors need to be borne

in Mind; First of all; not well-prepared" may mean students havebeen poorly

educated, -or it may -mean students have not taken enough courses. Second; the

young applicants which machine trades employers have seen are likely to have

been Vocational Education students, while the youths which clerical and retail

employers have seen probably come froili a variety of secondary school back-

grolgnes..
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No
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Science. Fewer than half of the employers gave an opinion about

thepreparatiOn of the applicants in the field of Aitie: of

those that did respond, there was little difference Act,'S occu,

rinti(ms; with about three-quarters ihdicAring applicant6. were

not_well prepared and one-quarter indicating applicants wee

Well prepared;

Engitshldrfring Ability. Most (37 percent) of the employerS

gave a response about preparation in English writing ability.

There Wni 1:tt'e difference across occupations; approximately

10 times as many employers reported that ape/icanti: were not

well prepared AS reported applicants were well prepared;

EnglishVerbalAbility; Verbal ability is perhaps most impor-

tant for retail jobs where employers: must meet the public (also;

of course; clerical jobs may have a reception component); It is

interesting to note, therefore; that respondents in the retail

tade sample were least critical ofapplicanW verbal ability.

Amos; those respondents, over 30 percent indicated that appli-

cants were well prepared and 45 percent indicated that appli-

cants were not well prepared. For the other two c-cupations;

the two percentages were approximately 20 percent and 60 per-

cent; respectively;

MathAatics; Mathematics preparation was rather severely crit-

icized, with about 60 percent of the sample indicating that ar.

plicants were not well prepared; 20 Percent_that-they were well

prepared; and the remaining 20 percent providing_noresponse;

Machine tradeS employers were slightly more oritkal than cleri-

cal or retail sales enployers This is important hecatiat math

is more important in that occupation than in the other two

runations;

hogIness_courses. Preparatidh in business courses fared well .

compared to the more acadenit courses discussed above. overall,

more employers felt applicantS were poorly prepared in busihett

courses_(giith as typing; bookkeetiing; or accoumtit149 rather than_

were well prepared; Rut an examination across the three types of

applicarits deiMnstrated that the largest relative share of the

negative opinions were from machine trades' employers; However;

in this occivAtion, skills learned in such clasteS are least im-

portant; Furthermore, the employers in the clerical saap'e who

felt applicants were Well prepared outzumtered_employert who felt

*hat applicants were not well prepared by a five-to-three margin.

pfitr4butive CdOcatititi; A lame percentage (40 percent) of the

employers did not respond to this question; but for those respon-

dents who did answer; the nutberthat thought that appliCatitS

were not well prepared outweighed those that felt that appli-

amplcants_were well prepared in all three occupations; Againi

the :_feponderattee of responses indicating that applicantswere

not ;tell-prepared cane from empioyerS who reviewed machine

traces applicants.
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Indus trlal-EAutation. The preparation received in industrial
vocational education courses was apparently well thought of by
employers. hs might be expected, ahxghpercentage (57;1 per-
cent) of clerical and retail employers did not respond to this
category. but of the employers who did respond, about 55 Otrteht
felt applicantswere well prepared as opposed to 45 percent who
indicated applicants were_notvell prepared. For employers of
machine trades, 24 parcent_did not respond to the question, but
of the remainder, almost 60 percent felt that applicants were
well prepared in schools in vocational courses.

6.3 Comments__aboutSchaol__Experiences of Youth

in turning to the responses to the open -ended question about experiences

with young people; some statements are first provided where specific skills

were mentioned (i.e., those referred to above as inadequacies that affect job

performance).

Younger youths [sic] seem to be weak in math and sometimes in
writing ability. which is important in this line of work for a
promotion.

Most of the young applicants I see, including those with college
degrees, are deficient in English language skille. Thit is
particularly apparent in weitten work, in their use of grammar,
punctuation, and spelling. Even if they havc good typing skiils,
they can only be used for straight copy work. It is extremely
difficult to find an applicant capable of training for a secre-
tarial or word proczssing position. This is also [true) in man-
agetr.nt trainee positions.

We've a zo tested persons having (they say) proofreading skills
but they car. t Spell. In our business, mistakes are costly!!!
A coil,!ge education, in some cases, is a farce. For our entry-
level jobs, a high school diploma is sufficient if the really
desire to learn and were!!!

Schools also need to prepare their students with courted Which
teach them skills which will enable them to "land" job. I'M
all for vocational_ training In addition to the three Rs." We
not only need people Who know how to fii a leaky faucet, but we
alSo need [for] those people tt be able to spell properly on the
bill which they present [to the cstocerp
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in 3 few jobs i staff must_ be able to write monetary amounts ec-

tated bycustcAers over the phone. Workers can't write amounts

a=crw.ately. [This] can cost us vast errors and business [sic].

Since the studentS have poor spelling and simple math skills,

they cannot compute sales tax and sales discounts.

Schools should teach skills that have a practical application in

the Workplace; I find that 90 percent of the high school grads

cat.not tea-Sure fractions on a ruler smaller than 1/4."

MOSt bad experiences have been when the youth ca-Inot do simple

matheMatital problems like making change; converting feet to

yards; etc.

Basic matheMatitsuse of fractionsconversion frOM decimal to

metricsinabilttY to read a 12 inch scale divided by 66tha and

yet they are graduated.

General comments about deficiencies in basic skills were more common.

Get young
speaking;
that many
rectly or
more than

people to be competent at basic readingo yr ting,

and math Skill$. We can teach them the rest. We find

of the high school graduates are unable to spell cor-

use correct grammar. Many are lost . . when adding

2 + 2 in math.

Generally I am_shocked at the lack of overall basic education;

reading and Wtiting_skillsare very poor in approximately 40

percent of all applicants [who come] in our door.

Young people entering the icb market directly from high school

are missing the basic funds. !.'7.ais; we experienced this both in

vocational training in mact,- shop and basic writing, reading,

atid math.

Many young people have not had the desire nor the urgency

. . . to learn.

Reward young Paple_formaintaininggood attendance while in

school; perhaps it [good attendance] will carry over into their

business careers.

CounSel_youns people to take pride in -their work; no matter what

level of work [into which] they are placed.

I see very feW youths coming directly out Of high school who dis-

play the ALalitieS_I view essential for placement; oral communi-

cation skillsi ability_to spell, grammatical skillSo ett; Also,

th-ese students do not know how to conduct themselves in an inter-

view in a manner that will enhance their chances for employment.
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Generally, I have experienced better long term success with in-
dividu#1s with above markt in a broad range of icademic/
athletic/vocational endeavors.

Seemingly, more and more of the youth I have contact regarding
enployment have ial difficult LI:Le communicating both in written
and verbal forms.

I believe schoolsould sethigr standards and expect the
best possftle performance; Also,- instructions on how to find a
job including instruction on selling oneself should be taught;

Schools should be putting more emphasis on dealing with people.
We are a service organization (my bias), but basedon_Our ex
Otriefices, little or no thought has been given to dealing with
the public and the proper attitude that requires.

Cet the educational system back to the basics. I feel strong-
ly about the lack of knowledge young people have in simple
subjects like Math, English grammar, English composition, and
spelling. I agree chat- industrial vocational classes are an
importarit option but all students, no matter What career they__
Che,?se, need to know the basics in math and communication skills
just to fare well insociety; Please do something to encourage
more dediza-ion in these tiAliejtta.

A comment th,c3t n4Atressea the contention that employers' concerns with

d,-?.ficfencies in basic skills attainment may really be indicative of more

general concerns about employability is the following:

My experiences withhirliiig youth definitely lead me to believe
that far too many of that are graduated from school with very
poor c' cation in just basic skills and fundamentals; namely,
readik writing, spelling, and math . it does not nec.s-
sarily ,nke these skills to handle n factory job such is ours,
but it is disheartening to mo to aeo kidd cooing eAlt school
as graduates so poorly prepared.

Among the suggestions :gireu by employers aimed at improving the educa-

tional pr, ass was that cooperation beti,reen schools and business should be

increased. This includes input into curricula from bUtineto and active sup-

port from bUsin-5,-, in the form mf cooperative programs (e;g;, distributive

education); Some d'f these comments follow:

WriJ haVe a strong work-study progrial with a lticalschool; We
glVe input to curriculum aid state our needs. [The] program is
-Ccessful. Other youth of Ethel city Imre) less prepared;
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[:le are] very pleased with atudents from cooperative work pro-

grams and most of the the they stay on.

ujr best young employees come froM the distributive education

icurriculum areal;

Co-op training should be mandatory so they [students] have a

needed skill when entering the job market.

Co-op education provides an excellent start for young candi-

dates; also vQ1umteer experience IS helpful;

Several ormployers indicated that schools Ehould consider courses or mod-

ules on -Introduction to 6usiness PracticeS.- An example of such a comment

to114)ws:

Pima!Icittip of applicants on applitatiOns_is_terrible (misspelled

)td-s; incorrect punctuation; etc.). I feel that grade and high

:schools' should conc(rtrateonthe 3 Rs. Upon satisfactory com-

pletion of that; they should be taught employability skills

(1;e;; various office equipMent such as typewriter; dictaphone;

telephone; compu:.,r). I al ;o feel the schools should have a

COUtSeentitled; -Job Situations." HAVe_thestudents partici-

pate (in the classroom) in various actual job- situations and

[learn] how to_properly handle them; (i.e.; what does a re-

cepti nisi tell a caller_if the person they wish to see does

not want to see them). Altd; [students should learn] how to

handle themselves during the Aetnal interview;

An employer in the machine trades occupation Commented on vocational

c,Jit-atiOn and youth:

Youth shoule be encour p:sq to leatn skilled trades vertu- At-

collcv when the in4ividnal SNOWS strong aptitude for

skilled trade work. Secondly; it is imperative than. 14;',

schools; in partic4lar, redirect their thinking that indua-

trial education classes are for slow learners orunderachiev-

erg; I know many bright high school students who we wed to

plod tajoremphasison taking shop classes in high school to

learn A skill and were not encouraged to do so 4nd vtrere

ito doso] due to the poor stigma Atti:.ched. One of

the ,Aost significant fallacies of our current ducational

system is the belief_that more education fo: the tine If

education is good. it is nOt; Focused educaton to

specific regulth in preparing_ youth for jobs is what is good.

Ali (Int! needds_ko] do i s look at theexcellemtfused v4-

ticAtional systems in trade0; technical, etc;i, as elasts in

LOgland, for example;
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h.4 Comments ahoy: Interviewing and ApplicationLFreparationSkills

A co-aplint that many respondents felt schools coulzi help correct was the

poor perfrmance of people in filling out applications and in interview-

ing. 7htse -areas ar ortant because, if unsuccessful at this stage, a

youn2 job seeker will be unable to display his or her merit at an employee.

Some comments were as follows:

Is there any way to teach interviewing skills? Most of the
younger applicants are onable or unwiWng to_converse. YeS Or
no answers abound. Also, many dyes" Uvxoperly to work in a
business environment.

My initial reaction young applicants is one of enthusiam
theyappear with tin.,;ir shirt untucked and [wearing] tennis

shoes. I would say 95 percent of the young applicants have
never been instructed infntY:r--:,ew etiquette. The simplest areas
are overlooked (i.e., a handshe thank-you note for the in4er-
viewer).

Applicants are net well trafoed in aulyiaz for positions as
evidenced by (-AitAr manner of approach doss:

"I'M looking for anything" is A ty'rlcal statement while the stan-
dard dress is; ;ears, cut ,spectlally short in the summer months.

Completion of 4pplications 31s leaves much to be desired. M,:y
Many items art' omitted or parklmlly aniewered; Handwritiag often
is difficult

inte-rviewing IT,' 'se could also be imi_roved upcdn While [stu-
dents . .1 in scho 14 stressing direct pertinent answers nd

i1magLt .1i relevant questione.

Your peollz as A g: cup do not have--

strong trlining in how to apply for job (very or
writing, shelling, and speaking);
records to '411 out !ob applications;
gooddressftg and grooming habits -Jr very good v:rbal
skills,

thy first idea about apply i lg for a -Job--let alone having
any aliality to communicate vir. the job appMcation or the
interview.

Most [youths) do not know toconductthemseives during anin-
:orvii.w (i.e., personal presentation, poise, rte.), Which could
b0 lack of interviewing experience.



They tyouths] do not know hoW Li fill out an application properly.

They fail to present themselves positivAy in an interview and

poorly attired.

A legible thoreughiy_COMpleted applicati no grammatiCal,

punct:ation, or spell i rk errors is crucial.

6.5 CDO.MTMS-abOut Attitude and Wok Habits

A large pe:centage of employers making comments about theit eX0eriences

with young wm.kers in entry lev-el jobs expressed concen over the poor atci-

tude,i sxh!bited by :,..31,1ng people while at work. These comments :Included re-

feTences to poor employee Work habits, motivation, and responsibility. These

characterisrieS include problems with workmanship, customer interaction, ab-

senteeism, ;tid tardinevs.:

Comments ct a ijetiet1 oAture aboalt c-lvdoyee att-itude incidde

tollowing:

The attitudes di many of the young emplayeetg use the mOs; ;- -

lems--a'osenteeism, diStard for companypoAicties concerning

dress, personal calls, tiirdinesa, eta._ Lventhalugh he company

pays up front and in full, tattled of industry7trel;'ed semiLars

and at etalego of chofe-i cow take idvantage of the offer. ('he

majority are Still 1JA.itg w!th parents are rav# no dep--zndents.)

Theyifouthal AO not knOW_wti'at thry want tc* do with their lives;

Generally, they have no ski; 1-s. mu:GA want the money to go

play. No one should gt&duate without being able to read and

write ; Students do aot respect their parenta or teachers so

they do not respe,:!t employerz-

In general, t-61:Ws youths are not prepared for the

tics" of the t-,6-141-o_iiiorld (e.g., the necessity to be pihadAl.

minimal. absences, ficille4inr, instructroms; meeting deadlinesi

Aemonstrattng JgrOoMinedressing to fit the mode of

particular industry). Maoy want top earnings before they are

adequ. tots/ able to pct'orm their assigned functions. There is

also concern over job titlesthatapwypriately define functions

but comEldcrable teiii6tatte lb being considered -on'v n

Unfortunately, more than r percent _arc nut prepared for the Work

World; They are sati?'.ed, with mediocre performance, ore not

Lsed to astrg;:turel, performance-conscious :!nvirovment Usuall.;

(they 4t-01 riot self-starters*-with very little self - motivation.



(The! problem iii_often a lack of maturity. Often they_do not
realize_WhSt_Will be expected of them in "mating a living."
LYouthal need better skills in [the! ability to think and reasc-A
for themselves.

If I were an educator, I should be most Contliktied with ATTITUDE
(i.e., the Icss of a sense of pridO in. a job well done, the ac-
ceptarce of mediocrity, the scarcity of intellectual curiosity)=
I would rather that yOU send me an open, edger, inquiring mind

rather_thJ.i a body that has :isfied distributive re-
quirements and X number of CAL'sn

Youth for entry-level jobs in ur-.,,Llled or semiskilled area.
generally lack job commitment, g:-./c Work habits of punctuality
and attendance, and clear tenth,: ci job interests or goals. Ex-
ceptions to the above typicall: would be the college bound or
well-trained secrerrialtatenographic students.

Many employer responses that indicated dissatisfaction .,ith young ap

plicauts mentioned policies Jr characteristics they used to screen young

applicants: Among theme comments were the following:

We meth prefer to hire _young people with prior (!)!perience; Some
of_ the stars arc out of their eyes; they hal,r!mzilc their .41tial
job moves trying to find their "thing," and they have started to
reconize a paychecig: requires work

;father than specific job skills or educatioaal trainiiig, we try
to identify people. Wo_CSO be depended upon.; [who arejwilling to
1-aarn, [who pJrel not blind followers, and (who are! willing to
atcet.t respc,(sibility. The school-faeily environment doe-A not
instill the basic valueta, le: alonc (teach) them A, B, C.

We look f tAthusiasn and desire to work. Tedar; a young parson
can be c..itstanding by jest 41TILILIA to work.

W,f_, look :ot penple 4-) want to work, have good work_hAbitio_
a2owg with people, and appreciate a job; HoMeityi anus

responsibility we 10-so must have:

Sev.ral emplovers 1.. the sanOlt identionkA that they do not hire ffiAnig

;for 131Q. or are reluctant to do oi The reason given had to do primaelly with

young employes:' inmaturity and inexpertqnce; Three such comment_ were as

follow

IV, any v,s1:ion thrt we may available, we are loci fo,r-

71-1tqticy; *,x1Periente; knel job stAbilay. In gehernli yot:ng
r ;cam to be nicking La all these areas.
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iww general4 avoid hiring young people; V have found that

by hiring older workers who art- deSr,-..rattll,yLmmeed of obs be-

e.l'ise they -.:ave families, financial responibilities, and are
perzanently laid-oil from companies that are clasi4 of have_

thir facilities; we can (1) avoid training costs, (2)

ioid Alsenteeist costs, (3) select the heat_ employees of clos-
ing romlonies through the cooperation of a personneltanagement
netwuirk that exists LA our area ar.d comes with very high recom-
mendations, (4) avoid turnover since older workers stay With our

_

totpary, looking lora good solid baise [in which] to work until

retirement, (5) avotd worker's compensation claims since our
oLler workers tehd to be more 7afety conscious, (6) avoid labor
relationr problems since .]der .markers tend to respect authority
more; desire job sec;:rity, and look toNeLard retirement AM: La pen

ion, -end (7) gain from their experience ana knovliedge. Maturity

and responsibility are worth dollars.

nutber of employers ;i:xpi-es.i.red dtsAtisfaction with the absenteeisn

tordinev-P. of young employee on tit', fob adaitin to thaSe above, here Ore

:;ote add:tional comments:

The work ethi.ie of p:esent &ay youths seems unhealthy. Our

younger orp:oyees seem to miss tune most tal,rk for--

4i It way raining.
"It was too hot."
"I didn't fee7

a "I didn't slc.q-; it night, I Woh.'t be In t.nay.."

should_be_vIaced onj developmeRt of personal dis'' ;line

(w(:11: ,thie). The importance of t, :ng at work 3t1 time and daily.

dditia to the pour attitudes of young employees, several employers

66,:ented that they _,vlieve ywinr, peopi should show more Appreciation for the

tree enterprise system 'tut the em(ployer's (ion-,:ept of tl,:e work ethic tt64!' is

entailorJ. :pecttic comments are these:

Meiy hAvrk, a poor ai-Aitude toward rcAular attendance, some a poor

attitude and lark of upderstandi-og regarding c,:ompetitiveness at
hUSineaS--feel ralses jahoold be) automatic, (-hat) momey [is]

aVailahle_for latest equipment, tools, 1;1* conditioning. [They

third the] eompaliy_owes them the best of evetythiwg regardless

of competitive position.

P,pople reali,a, [the] com,,mny must make 1 prof, .

,.ucceed Are aL,0

st,,,To to apwreciaLu that we strive for a linear re-

1.Thnship between productivity And compensation. %Any seem to

unticipatc "automatic" job security and wage !I 4e have

no Ulm .-stimate Of the portion Who do_ 4o, but_ are struck by ells'
suhlowt:Ive t.mpreNutov r'.-t "too many" tiGld
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:tarry of :he youths in today'_s_market are not willing to expend
extra effort_in_performing job dutiesalways take the easiest
way our. [They!, don't understand responsibility to the employer;

any youth have not learned the work ethics. They feel to show
up and put in time is doilag a satisfactory job. Mary youths have
not learned that rewards will come after you show you are worth
it rather than "rewird me, then I will produce."

Two em;)loyers, unlike almost all others, found the quality of young

employees to b good, although they qualified their assessments:

Generally, the caliber of young people we hire is They
seem_to have taken advantage of educational opporaiities of-
fered them. Their comoitments are not well established and
sometimes tardiness and absecJeeism are prob:lems;

t.Je have foe!td young employees tc be some of the best employees
that we have. They are dependable,_ eager to learn and delight-
ful to work with. The schools should be teaching them more of

I RS. We have had some part-Lime 17- year -aids that do not
even know the alphabet.

The testimony of the empleyers in this survey thus seems to correspond to

:iome of the related research, fthdings discussed e-Irtier. The three major

;)ro'nlems with voutNful arplicants aril wv) 'cers are--

poor work habits and poor work etlA:s,

poor joh search skills, and

poor attaiwPnt ut basic skilL,

::ow specific .nggestions school:a to pursue include--

instrucf;lon in business przrtices (work situiktions),

mnve emmItiasis on basic skills, and

higher performance staridards.

The reAtively po.;itive comments about vocational education and employer -

school iotnt efforts ankh as cocteurarive etlcatiou or other workleataing pro-

i-ms indicate that LhePe aspects of ;.earning sL,Jola be expanded in the effort

to improve school!-4.;
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1 SURMAAr Of fl.ING

The primary pUrpoSe of this study was Lo compare va:iou: educatidnal And

work experience characteristics that youth may possess in terms of their ar-

tr..,:;tiveness to employers who hire intcy-level clerical, retail tzrad.p and M3

chine trades worker:- such, roost of the conclusions and FIP.1...116;s are aimed

at youths, pa:eats, and guidance coun-elors. Howeveri in the c:',owTse jt 411a-

Iv7Lag the data, Undings relevant to eiliployet& And s-11001 admialstr,Aors

imerged; therefore, this chapter is organized into sections categorized by

thee udiences: yodtht0 parents, and guidance counselors, employers, and

schmA administrators and policymak'ets.

7.1 FlAinp Relevant -to Youthful
Job Applicants; Pariintti GUidance_tounselurs

The results of this study confirm ttf.,t employers e:thibi':, rather consis-

tent behavior in theft' hiring deCiSlar.S. Youths 4%ould be ;ware of this con-

f-:stacy, hut beyond that neterization of employer behavior eStidated

thifi study z.:an be Lser

and resources.

choi'17.ta about theft use of time

t.arly in d youth's high school career (dgAt's 1.4 to 15)0 choice.' are typi-

.-cAlty limited and thoughts Ahow:: the impact of thLtle choices on getting a Job

or concerning the ease or to.:Ift-ciiity of ta.trthg a ei.ver are, Nost Likely,

not preeminent In the iktiSibti-Making procews. With this perpecLive In Mind

the tindlog I n this study 'rhat is ;last gemane to th,:se 9,nuths IS tt4t,

AmonA the educational charActerist,.cs that 3 youth may possess, high school

po:nt average strongest cati6a1 variiiole in influencing the proh-

:!htlicy of gettiiii; .% "oh. trades In the early years ar,fect the' ovrA11 grade

point average directly And ab:ci may infl,Jence curriculum choice and sctaol

per!ormJAcc in later yeAri;-..

As you h7-', progress thr,foTh high sch661 (Ages 16 re 11), more edeciAtionai

and :).Art-ttme work experience chOice6 are rlde an4 the imparts of t!Jse

choices need to he COnaideted; in term. of curriculum choice, rfs.sUlt!i from

the 2tudy that machine trades emPLiiktii influenced positively by an

applIciat's participitIon in a Maichi*, trade:* (vozatiomal` program of study
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Employer-4 of Cle:1C41. or retail workers, however, apparently

c,r4roa4i on the h'gh schooi major and are not really influenced one

r.nethe; ..lrfftec 11':' distributive eadeation curriculum, vis-a-vis a

c.ot:egr P r::,-1-riculnia. On the other hand, all ennldyeta

tendca: preference Lo zLaitteipants in a relevant cooperative service or

erf:erientl..1 educational program.* Youths who have r ade a career determina-

tia .,nd who have an opportunity to participate in a of these types of etim-

catiotW plogran it thei, field of interest are well advised to purswe that

opportun;t!',

Youths in this age group also face the decision of whether or t to

pa,t-time andJor during summers while in high school. Having no previous work

experience to libt on an application is a severe disadvantage for a youthful

applicant according to results from this study; But the findings indicate

that working part-tae during s(chbol months confers only a slight m4ventage as

c.l)ared to work luring semaers only. In making decialoaa ahmut part-time

high school student should he aware of how important grades are as a

s device used by employers. Thus, the finding:. indicate that if part-

ii' work during the school year Jeopardizes grades, it is Most advantageous

,rom. a employability perspective tu work during sumtiiers only.

Tee pU,cr, or type of previous employment was four. very important

in determining employability ta'tngs. Relevant prior was an

important pn,itive factor in determining employability ratings. If one of two

otaiervi9!: idt teal job applicants had 40 percent of his or her job exptri_ence

in relevant jobs, while the other had all prtc. work experience in relevant

jobs, the former's predicted r tang would be much lower. (Pri'or *Citk expert=

onet' In relevant jobs has approximatally the AArsle effect ea high school grad-

aatian on employability ratings.;

Work experience in large orgaalzations also had a positive effect on em-

ployability tatings. Work experience i(. a public (or i0VernMintal) organiza-

tion, .9n We ether hand, had a significant, negative Ma,inal iffett on A

rating. Fintilyi work experience in A fast-food restaurant was one of the

*The computer algorittimuv2d to gAit.'ate applications sometimes ttLalted
in clerieal applicants having participated in a cooperative distributive
edeeaifen ilirogran and retail aaiea applicants having a cooperative office
educational experience. The would he irrelevant cooperati1 edtwatiot
programs.
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=ost positive iuf!,itences of employability ratings for retail employers. If

youth had weak prior job experience, employers suggested he or she list baby-

vaI71 work experience to demonstrate past job responsibility.

employers, particularly thet-7e assessing clerical applicants, reacted neg=.

Atli:v.1y to a large no.hber of prior jobs held; Having held a 13rge oUMber of

jobs can '.7)e interpreted as a Signal of a high turnswer propensity, which is

presumably a negative trait. Tti,e total number of :months Working was not sig-

nitiCatit i,1i the equations, implying that employers tended to count the nuMber

of prior jobs. for which infoemation is provided, but did not weigh heaVily the

duration of the jobs.

Alf'iomgh in the qualitative data and in other studies employers rcp'rted

preferences for training new workers cu' their specific equipment, this study

round that having high level- of occupationally specific- skills add signiff';

-cintly to 3 job applicant';-; employability. For employer. searching for Cler-

ical workers; an increase in typing speed of 1tl words per minute Offsets a

(.-ompetito,ref; rldvailtage of hawing attended a postsecondary school. Similarly,

the noher of rsac -htnex an applicant ,Caq competentl; operate was a significant

tijsitiv, factor for macititie itaeles applicants.

Not directly tented or con' ritid in this study, but mentioned 4 number of

times in Columtlols data c,,:lettion, is evi4en:7e that extracurricular activity'

involvol is .v o, bs employers as a positive signal in thtir assessments of

jUl '4;Ain; :7,-1:ch need to canSider the impact of such involveMent

On ihir grade peztoroanre i Sot they also need to realize that extractirri-

iV.A7 trit'fls A! .
onsidyriA in a positive fashion by employers.

yourhs ver t.' tl;e asze of completing gh school (agzs 18 to 19), some

nav he eo:rrit:i,.leg Whether or not to eO4,pleie MAh school \while others may be

olsid, ring whether ot not :o attend' a postsecondary instirlAW.-n. CwnletiCiti

of high school wan foluvl to be A key Variable, AOC might be expe,ted. 'fovever,

rhe results reported boeis :!hd i
Halleobeck's work ( 1984) indicate tfiat

ployrs will eon.&r hi 'ing drc.;,uts. SAch individuals can overcome the dis-

adv,vnt,o,,0 o; lacking A ;sigh :;:,chobi diploma "1, demonstrating ;,,00c: work habits,

tolvaot work expctience, Or MAO otcupatioral will levels.* QUatierg one

4-01 c.mrsci 1190 setli erod work relevant

ork i'weriec, or tiCe"atieal 0011 1,r1v ,-. tk re to

-opoot!,-



We pr.fer, of coarse, a high school diOloria; but work experience
has certain advantages over the cocpletico of education.

As far as poStSetbridary training is concerned; attending a 2 year or

technical postsecondary school is Weighed positively by employers; but com-

pleticin of A program and the relevance of the program are the key sigmals that

,l-mpiners use in assessing applicants. Crazies and choi-- institution wer;

analyzed to be of far less arid in L,-t; ,Itteuding a 2 year or

technical postsecondary insgi- ig on, but pursuing a course of study not re`

vant to the. jot t.ir .,ich ;:icant is applying Ts274..:P

nr .

T e set c)r results of ritetest to yonths cOnceres the job st-"rch

itself. First; the h7ocithesis that eligibility for 'MC stigm,:tizes

ant was not borne out by the analystes. In such eligibilit?

-:Ant positive influence for, and thiA: 3h-cirild he advertised by clerical

app,Ar.ants.

See-6nd; neatnes on titre avlication form (and cover letter) is one

th- rhyst Iportatit VatiabiHs chat employers use in screening mpplications for

interviews. Third, inn rvieQ behaVior is crucial in The tob a;earch process.

Analyses of the data and discussions with itiltiyetii indicate how easy it Is

ir A jitter} perSnn to lose employability advantages ttra lii0e been Frinstak-

iiigly earned thrOngh tiatd work in h'gh school or part -t ne sobs b; not being

;ionctual; by dressing indwopriately, o: by usir% inappropriate ::;rammar in

.19 1:tterviT.L. Signals of a bad ar.tituci that employers auice wore negat7

comment-a at'out a previous employer or reacher; or befog overt;

r. Id promdtiOns or to own one's own bustr.csv. Prey'; ink A near.

r.rssmci A exhibiting apprOprlatw beh4vI0r an intervieg. rat. be ac-

eompliH!.A Witt, -1.:in:rbit effort to ime and res,"urret

'.2 Wings Relevant to layers

lit formulating thi0it riicru!tment and hiring strte-gies, firms must make

resource allocalon decisions And be concerned tk profitability of

their UtiOns. Large fines an.: firms that have Vett Ifi e*iistergl:e for a long

time live made numerous hires and their riecision=qnaking process tint Withatool

of the marketOlate. In fact. an wriderlying assumption of this study

1,; thAt employers' hiring dccioionn CnnSiStent enoug;h that we can general-

from t ti= behavior of a :mall number of employers who were obsrycl t.n a

larger popenaion.
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_study and its predecessor, a £Ludy of employers in

Colunbu , OMo, Thalt may be of interest to employers ,ire as follows:

fo the extiet that wewereable to control (,ther variables, the
personal h-:rmteristics of the aplicions reviewer inflnenced
Sf;enifican7tfy nhe ,i!isized to, il-,e_applicaat.

'ales, lateesi And older iru tended to rate higher the
youths thew were asked to assess.

With alost temnimityi employers Who had experience wit: cooper-
ative educataom -7e,:jents were enthusiastic about the experience
and if a hirte e'ilsued, were pleased with the outcome.

An interviewe'w, assessment of an applicant's work experience
and education in partially determined by how tne youth handles
the interview. awo job applicants with identical prior employ-
ment histories Arad education will be perceived quite differently
it they extibit crifferent tn.erview behawior.

Despite protestattlant about ehe! unreliability of and difficulty,
of getting retermci.! checks,; large percentnees of employers re-
rt'arted raking Sit0', checks; When one considers how littleit
c..)sts to et4e a reference check aad how expensive a hiring mis-

a-tz:h can bei seen7i that pursuing tlan it an efficient and
nostnended t_,rz. policy.

The startine w4ge, the cotit of equipment that mew workers use,
Ana the difficulty that a firm faces in dieraissing w,xkers seem
not t .afte'.et the caution exercised in rating 16.1) applicants.

7.3 Findings Relevant to School
Anainlstrareesi_AnA Pnliumakera

,' t.lcondary purpow of the study was to be a conduit for communication

htwevn employers and schools, .darticularly in the area of employability

;,lopment. 14 is impof-tar4 for sc%ools '!(1 take employers' c?inions into

account, for the ecunc,1:- sccees1 and Jon secure ,'y students are going to de-

oc!i;J 6.1 tne Aeree to Wi;:eh tecy are .1ble rn cmWoyre cxpcctztion:...

ree,)rted in ill.- chapter presenting A::,alifati,,O Cliplovers did have

lifji Iositive snegrAtions. ust of these were wleev lines of inerasing

e.4111...eer 4)Ivoment ar..1 flooperat!:,

Shqc1 6110i::d aware of the eftphasts then employers put

,)11 grades s$;vial for proeloctivitv and the risir.,p con ern that nexus

botwoell achlevoliont trides o4 be weak` vkine; The numures comments about

doficient hasdc skills and po,)r work habfe=. gu;4gesi teit employe-6 ar- r.trong

advocale,, of edncatfonal movements toward Improving skills and toner

er perform./ice staAaras.

of
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Two suggestions about curricula changes or improvements were that jab

search Skills should be taught and that youths should come to the labor marker

with some awareness about business organizations and management principles.

In response to the adeTuacv of preparation in various subject are4s; there

seer -_'d to be a desire for broader student background in marketing or distribu-

tive education classes; In general; there was e;tployer support for vocational

education co,ursesi aetJ in tease cases; a desire for even stronger vocational

pre,4rarts.

The results from the study show that- reputation or location of a school

can influence an employeT's perceptton of a youth. Clerical employers gave a

rating advantage to urban and parochial sct4601 students in comparisor; to

suburban (or rural) school students; while machine trades employers behaed

in a precisely oplite fashion. S.!hool officia!s need to be aware of these

repdtati6hal factl as they develop and place-ifildec_s into cooperative

work/learning sir.7dtions.

In stWit.-. , ool leadrs need to be cognizant of employment outcomes for

stndi.nttt as develop and implemcnt corriculari.int:tructional; And organi-

zational char I lack of awareness may result In tilteir students entering

the labor morkt.:t at a disadvatage. The key questions to be addressed are can

Add how can 1.,rk maturity skills be taught and strengthened in ,iecunary and 2

your ,r zechni,-it posis:ccondary settings.
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APPENDIX A

EXHIBITS OF MATERIALS USED IN EMPLOYER
HIRING DECISIONS SURVEY
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June 10, 1933

Dear

INITIAL COVER LETTER

The Chic Stale University

anti
11111114151111tX MI VIELTIONAt fit cunt

laignKtftity Ro
Columbus; Ohio 43210

phone 614-4186-3656
Cat*: CIVOCEDOSU/COIOrnbiii, Ohio

As an employer; you realize the high costs of employee_turnover and the im-
portance of finding applicants with skills and knowledge Which match -your require-
ments. But in fact, research 's showing_agreateearid greater imbalance between
the skills, which employees need and the skills Which youth and other Libor market
entrants are bringing to the market. As pact of a study to find ways to reduce
this indbalance; the National Center for Research in Vocational Education would
like you to participate in a study which will enable you CO convey what skills,
knowledge; and attitudes you believe schools should be teaching youth in order to
get and hold a job.

Questions that we are trying to answer include:

high school or. employer's44 What is the effect of not completing
rating of a job applicant?
What is the effect 4 various types of vocational
attending a parochiiel high school, of attending a
school; of a low grade point average?

s What is the effect of long periOds of unemployment
tendency to stay in jobs for only a short time?
What is the effect of types of previous work experience?

What we learn ; in you will be provided- to schools through workshops and articles
in journals reao by teachers and counselors.

We would like you to participate by taking twenty to thirty minutes to com-
plete the enclosed questionnaire. This involves reviewing job applications of
hypothetical candidates and providing a hiring index.

After completing the application ratings; please answer the few questions
that we have included about you and- your firm's hiring process and use the enr
ilosed prepaid envelope 20 rOtura the questionnaire. Your voluntary participa-
tion in this study will he most appreciated and all information you provide wilt
he kept confidential. The responses you give will be used to prepare statistical
totals and will not be identified with you or your organization. To be of use in
the study; we need to have your response by August 1, 1983;

If you hive any questions concerning this study; please feel free to contact
me at our toll-tree number 1-800-848-4815; Thank you.

Sincerely;

education, _of
suburban high

or of a

or. Kevin Hollenbeck

9° 103



August 22i 1483

D- car Em:Iloyer:

The Ohm Stale Ltimyersity

EXHIBIT A-3

COVER LETTER_FORFIRSTFOLLOW-UP
FOR SUSSAAPLE OF &ONRESPONDENTS

.1960 Kennv_ R
Quin

RECEIVING QUESTIOSNAIRE FOLLOWED
BY TELIPHONE CONTACT PhOlie 614---486.3655, _

Canie CTVOCEIDOSUiCoiuns. 01-1,o

II* UMW UNTO
1011 irisuloo vocineout ittlICADDI

As part of our study on employer hiring decisions; we randomly selected

your tirm for our sample and sent you a questionnaire to complete. As of

have not received your reply. We are sending you a second copy and

AVc you to please complete it and return it as soon as possible.

As you a3 aware, high levels of youth unemployment; job turnover; and

inadequate edUCAtional preparation are major national problems; You and

other employers are in a strategic position to best understand many of these

prohlems; With your it-p; we hope to get schools to do a better job of
preparing youth for jobs such as the ones you offer.

We would like you to participate bytaking twenty to thirty minutes to

complete the enclosed questionnaire. This involves reviewing job applica-

tion4; of hypothetical candidates and providing a hiring index;

After completing the applications ratings; please answer the questions

thAt we _Rave included about you and your firm's hiring process And uSe tine

encl6Sed prepaid efivelope_to return the questionnaire. Your voluntary

partiCipatioh in this study will_he most appreciated and all information you

provide will be kept confidential._ The responses you give will be used to

prepare statistical totiiii and 4111 not be identified with you or your

organization;

it you hAvi.! Any_quegtioris concerning this study; please feel free to

CiiiitAet Me at our toll-frei number 1-6M-848-481S. Thank you.

5tiwerelyi

Kevin nollenhock
Project Director

Enclosore

101/Cal



September 14, 1983
EvalIBIT A-4

INsraucTioss FOR TELEPHONING EMPLOYERS

1. The purposes of the phone contacts are to (I) deterMine whether tt em-
ployers have received a copy of a questionnaire receratlymaileC to them as
part of a study of employer hiring practices and (2) ifinlcit a response
from them, if they have received it; I would like yeL.: to pursue the con-
tact aggressively enough so that_you feel_coafident tnat you are getting
a truthful answer and are not being it off.

2; The questionnaires were direzted for the most part to company presidents
or chief executive officers, who may respond that thzy don't have the time
or interest to complete the survey; Ask them if there is another individ-
ual In the firm who could respond; My preferred respndent would be the
director of personnel or director of human resources. I will b glad to
send that individual another questionnaire. name and address.

3. If asked, you should indicate that I would like the survey by Octohei 15th
in order to process the data and complete the study on time;

Use the nel account and subaccount as instructed to make all calls.

5; Example conversation:

Aello . how are you today?

I am calling on behalf of Kevin hollenbeck, of
The Ohio State University. He recently_sent you 1.2 questionnaire to
complete that had- to do -with how your firm rates youthful job appli-
cants who are applying for entry-level Jobs.

Do you recall receiving this questionnaire? [Yes Co to
No Co to

0 Have yoi already responded to thr survey Gr do you intend to
respond Lo the survey soon?

Yel, Say thank you and that we look forward to receiving your
response soon. Terminate convernatfon.

to(;No, Go

0 Oh, perhaps the package -was misaddressed. Dr. Hollenhock is Studying
the very important pi- 'Mess of high youth unemployment and job turn-
over and he feels that employers are perhaps the best individu*Is to
provide information that will lead to answers; Can. I. send you or some -
ono elso In your company another copy of the questionnaire to complete?
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Yes
.

1.,uke name :sad say thank you and terminate conversation

Go t(i10.

0 Or; Rollenbeck is studying the very important probleMS Of_high
youth unemployment and job turnover and he feels that empleyerS__

are tieraps the hest individuals to provide information that will

Lead to atiSNers. Is there someone else in your company who will

respond to the questionnaire?

[

Yes; Take name. Say they will be sent the questionnaire
immediately; say, thank you and terminate conversation:

0 to-I3

a, Dr. HollenbeCk asked me to ask you for reasons that you feel you
xannot respond tl hiS survey.

[Note reason; thank employer for his/her time; and ter-bib-ate

conversation.

h. I'M hoping to get questionnaires back from abut 50Z of the companies

you call. Therefore; if you are having a:1.ot of difficulty contacting

m individual; sip him/her; and go on. It makes sense to do the easy

ones first.

7. There AtAiiite a few people from the West Coast and calls are cheaper

after 5:00. SO to the-excent_that_i_s_cafivertient for you; calls can be

6a 4e to the WeSt Coast between 5:00 and 8:00 p.m. Otherwises calls

should be made during business hours.

if you have any questions or problems; call me at any time

486-3655 (office)
431-9139 (home)

93
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August, 1983

TAe Onso Stets Unkvereity

__EXHIBIT A-5
FIRST FOLLOW-UP

COVER LETTER A= RETULN
POSTCARD FOR SUESAMP LE
OF NONRESPONDENTS NOT

SELECTED TO RECEIVE QUESTIcrWisAIRE

Dear Sir or Madam:

1-NW Kenny Road
t4-onen.n. Ohio 43210

Phan* _Ea4,441123655_

Gait crvOCEDOSturntaus.Ono

Ear1ier this summer, we sent-you a questionnaire to complete
a3 part of our study on youth unemployment. We have not yet
received your response which we very much need;

As you are atiare, high levels of youth unemployment; job turn-
over, and inedequate_educationaI preparation are major nation-
al problems that need to be addressed. In my opinion, these
issues are best understood hy_employers like yourself. But
we need to have a large enough sample to make a strong case
for the employers' viewpoint. With your help we hope to_get
schools to do a better job of preparing youth for the job
market;

If you have the questionnaire and have not had an opportunity
to respond yet, I would appreciate if you could complete. it -_

and return it as soon as possible; Or I will be 9:ad to mail
you a second questionnaire. If you want sovaeone else in your
firm to respond, I will forward the questionnaire material
to that individual;

Please use the enclosed postcard to let me know of your
decision. Thank you.

Sincerely;

Ervin M. Hollenbeck
Director; Employer Hiring
Decisions Project

LCD crn1

I have the questionnarte and will return it short/y.- Send another copy of the questionnaire material to me end
wilt erspnmd ax moor. as possible.

An-other individual in .y company will respond. Send a copy
of Tv', material to

This firm is unable to complete your questionnaire
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Dear Employer:

The Ohio State University

EXHIBIT
COVER LETTER FOR
SECOND FOLLOW-UP

October ; 1983

THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

1960 Kenny_Road
COkimbilS, OhiO 43210;1090

Phone: _614-486-3655
Cable: CTVOCEDOSU/Columbus, Ohio

Earlier this year; we sent you the enclosed questionnaire; but we have not

yet received a response from you. Without yout_help, we -will not get an

adequate sample of employers and therefore not haVe valid data._ We realize

that this request is an imposition on your busy schedule; but please recorN

cider answering the questionnaire for us; If it is more convenient, it is

all right with US if you have someone else in your company complete the

questionnaire.

The purpose of this study is to inform poli4rMakers and_ practitioners in

the education and training field of what employers are looking for in the

peOple they hire Our study will carry more weight with these people if

we have an excellent sample of employers who are representative of the

vArious businesSeS and industries. As of now; we feel that your business

sector is not adequately repreSented.

On average; the questionnaire can be completed in 20-30_minutcs. It looks

more complex than it really is; Where information asked for is not easily

available; it's all right to give your best estimate.

Wo hope that you will partiCipate in Our survey. In the event that you

cannot; please let us know in order to preempt the followup call that we

have planned;

KH/caj

Enclosure

Cordially;

C
(---)/("(

/

Kevin Ho'lPnbeck
Project Direc'or
Employer Hiring Decisions Study

95 108



EXHIBIT A-7

0ISPOSITION 01 8Y SITE AND 0:CUPATION

WSW%
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0 0
0
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4
2 4
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2 0 I

0

0
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0 0

o 0 0

0 o

O 2 4

0 0 0

0 1 1

0 0

0
2

0 0 0

1 0 0

0
I -0
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0 0

0 0

0 -0

12 II
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0

18

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

0 0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 Q

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
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0 0

2 0
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0 0

0 0

1

3

4
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RIfIll Ira
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Delmore Bo Itlwro 11)

Nachir4
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cs' Riti 11 Refill Trids
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18 6 1
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2 3 1

0 0
0 0 0

1 0
4 I 0

2 2
_2 0 0

7 16 15 5 3

5 I
5 0 2

4
0 0

0 ! 0 0
3 2 -4 0 0 I
4 8

20 4 7 4

0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0
0 0 0 0

3 0 4
1 I 4

2 4
1 6 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

o 1 0 0 0 0

12 2
1 8 5 3

3 to 8 7 5 1

0 2
2 1 1

1

3 2
2 3 2 1

1 0 4 0 0 0
13 It 14 3 3 3
0 0

0 0 0 0

6 3 9 0 3 2

_6 2 _12 4 1 2

61 73 133 51 36 35

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 _0

0 0 _0
76 82 144 58 56 41

4

0

0

1

7 3 7

0 0

0 10
0 0

0 1 0

2 4 4

1 0

0 0 0

0 0 6

4 1 2

0 00
0 0 0

0 t
0

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

4 0 1

4 I,
1 10
3 0

0 00
3 5 4

0 0 0

o 2

.2 -0 -3

20 I. 16

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 -0 -0

22 14 10_

109

3 2

0 I

0 00
0_ 2 0

0 0 0

3 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

1 0 0

3 0 3

0 0 0

0 0 0

2 2 0

0 0 0

0 o

0 0 -0

1 2 2

2 2 0

0 0 0

5 t
0

;0 0 0

8 6 4

0 0 0

2 2 0

0 0

16 II
11

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0

19 t is

_o_3-64



EXHIBIT A -7 --tbn+Inued

onDispositiCO*

Co umbus, OH Toledo Clevelatid OH Detr011, Mil F Int,M Ch
OM

Clericell4etell

Machine

Trades Clerical

_

Retell

MoCtlino

Trades Clerical Retell

Medlin@

Trades Clerical Retell

Machine Machine

Clerltil Nete11

woke
Tridit

11 7 13 11 9 13 5 3 36 13 28 3 0 14 6 12

2

3

J

)

I

0

0

0

4

0

0

0 10

0

0

2

0

t

0

5

0

2

0

6 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

3

0

4

0

1

1

4 2 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 7 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 t

6 1 3 P. 3 2 1 0 13 6 4 4 0 t 3 2 4

7 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 6 1 3 f.:. 2 ) 0 4

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4

10 5 0 I 4 t 2 P 12 5 15
7 0 1 12 1 10

it 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

)3
0 0 I 1 0 t 0 t 0 6 2 4 0 0 0 1 0 2

14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 ) 0 0 0 1 2 t

15 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 0 0 0 0 0 0 q 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0

11 3 $ 2 1 I 1 i 1 17 9 _5 0 0 1 4 4 9

18 4 0 1 2 2 5 3 1 0 17 7 11 3 0 0 3 5

19 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

20 $ 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 I 1 1 2 0 0 0 4 0 4

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

22 Q 5 5 7 0 6
t $ 2 20 11 5 t 0 4 9 2 4

23 6 0 C 0 0 0 0 '0 0 _0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0

24 2 3 4 0 2 3 1. 0 16 4 8 2 0 3 5 2 5

25 -0 _2 _3 0 i 2 1 12 I 3 2 0 1 _3 _1 _2

7$

2/

28
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16

0

0

22

0

0

0

19

o

-o

14

9

0

-0

A

P.

0

0

21

o

0

_0

6

0

0

_0

9

0

0

_0

1

0

0

0

101

0

0

0

57

0

0

0

67 14

0 0

0 0

0 0

2 16

0 0

0 0

0 0

48

0

0

0

16

9.

0

-0

71-

o

0

_0

2t 20 5 24 12 11 5 130 61 81 --Al 2 56 11 78

3C 2)
_2_1

TOTAL 89 B) lb 14 81 49 45 15 408 178 247 49 55 172 61 222
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EMPLOYER HIRING INCISIONS STUDY June, 1983

EMPLOYER DATA

ID Number

1, Respondent Cherecterleflo-s-

1, YOUr ago _84_ 1) Less than 30 130 3) 45=54

,249 2) 304 _44)7_4) 55+

2. Your education 35 1) High schdtil graduate or Mess than high school graduate

53 2) 1 or 2 years of training beyond high school

-84-3) 3 or 4 years of training beyond high school, but not a
college graduate

181 4) College graduate

213._ 5) 1 or more years of training beyond college reduation

3; Your se* 391 1) male

179 2) Female

4; tour race 29 1) Bieck

-2 2) Hispanic

527 3) White/Other

5; Which of the following most closely represents your management title? (MARK ONE)

2 -0 -1- 1) Personnel or human resource department manager

2 21 Foreman

85_ 3) Staff MeMbor of personnel department

15 4) Supervisor (6.9,, head clerk or cashier, unit chief, floor manager)

41 5) Department or division manager

108 6) Establishment executive (e.g., store manager, director, president)

71 7) Owner

45 8) Other: Specify

1 2 3 4 5

6

6

9

10

6, Looking at a typical work week, what orcentege of your time Is spent on the following

(PLEASE MAKE SURE THE COLUMN ADDS U('- TO 1c01) Median

Hiring employees 5 % (II -13)

Training employees 5I< ---(14 -16)

Supervising employees 211-$ (17-19)

Job duties other than hiring/training and supervision 50 % ---(20-22)

100

7, Do you heina or share the authority to hire or fire persons for your company's entry
level jobs?

7A. Hiring authority-- 78, Firing authority--

2721) Yes, 1 can hire on my own 2L 1) 14s. I can fire On my own

2132) Yes, but I share authority 121.2) Yes, but 1 share authority

-803) No, but I participate in process 98- 3) wo; t*rt 1 INIrtIltipete in process

6a) No 31_4) No

EL How many years have you been employed In this establishment?

9. For how r4any years have you workel Is this establishment's
personnei department or participated In the selottion of new
new employees?

10. How many years have you been in a position It participate in the
miring process In any comoany?

101 113

Med ian Range _

7 (1, 51)
years

6 (0 46)
years

-26-

Years -20.- -311-



II. Firm Characteris-ti-ot-

THE FOLLOWING cULSTIONS_REFER TO THE ESTABLISHMENT_AT WHICH YOU WORK (OR IF YOU ARE RESPONSI-

BLE FOR AIRING PEOPLE FOR MORE THAN ONE ESTABLISH ENT, THE ESTABLISHMENTS FOR WHICH YOU ARE

RESPONSIBLE);

1. How-many persons are employed full -time in your eStablishment_at_present?

38 t) less than 10 47 4) 30-49 -404 7) 200-499

42 2i 10=19

49 3) 20-29

72 5) 50=99 96 8) 500-1999

1:1 61 100-199 731r79) 2000 or more

2. How many persons are employed pert -time In your establishment at present?

37? I) less than 10
-28 4) 30-49

72- 2) 10-19
=Pr 5) 50 or more

_18_51 20-29

5, Approximately. what percent of your full and pert-time employe* would be_classified

In entrY-11V01; non -managerial posltiont; that Is
-with job descriptions similar to

that glven on page 1 -for the rating of applicants?

551) less than 1%
4) 101-19%

___ta)2) I1-4%
;1p 5) 201-29%

T4 5) 55 -91
6) 30$ or more

4. Of the management personnel -In your establishment
(foremen, super-415dr%, etc.)._ap7

proximately what percent were first hired in an unskilled or_seml-skilled position?

Median4 _ 9Q 3

5. Appromimately Whet percent of the fuli-time and part-time employees are under
the age 25?

Median: 20
6. Roughly What Rercent.pf

your-non=tiiPerWit-orr workers are covered by collective - bargaining

agreements? La 100% 32 Conditional Median:

7. miring the last year. did the total number of employees In your establishment Increase,

decrease. or stay the same? 155 I) increased by Median: 10 1

195 2) Oecreased_by Median:
---- 3) Stayed about the same

8. Do41 your company have any divisions or subsidiaries In Other locations which do their

own hiring?
1) Yes_tGo_to_questIon 9)

2) NO (Go to Section 111)

9. What would you estimate
to_be the total number -of full -time and

all divisions and
sUbtidiaries of your company?

your own establishment);

161) 1-49 63 3) 100- 499 78 5) 2000-9999

--1152) 50-99
71-2 -4) 500-1999

7_116) 10,000 or more -17-

111 Establishment' -Airing Process

THESE QUESTIONS_COWX 4 YOUR ESTABLISHWENTIS_GENERAL HIRING
PROCESS FOR. ENTRY_ LEVEL. MOM=

MANAGERIAL POSITIONS i.A_A TYPICAL OR AVERAGE NEElc,
WE_ARE_IMERESTED IN POSITIONS_WITM A

JOB DESCRIPTIONSIMILAR TO THE ONE GWEN ON PAGE 1. (IF YOU DOS NOT HIRE FOR THAT TYPE_OF__

JOB, PLEASE ANSWER_THE
FOLLOWING OUESTIONS FOR A SIMILAR .)033 AND WRITE A DESCRIPTION OF THE

JOB IN THE MARGIN.)

1. When your establishment hat an opening Is en entry level. non-eanegerial potition which

cannot 154 filled_fron
withIn the firs, which of the following methods are used to attract

applicants? (NARK ALL THAT APPLY)

297 1) ReferrAls from the State employment service
53

2) Refortals from employment oIeiticy

3) Referrals Gros a union
----55

4) Advertise In media
5) Display help wanted sign_

6) Announce to current employees that there are openings

7) Ask for referrals frde tthddis or training institutions
--"59

8) Other

60

_22 9) Don't solicit applications

--61

Pert-time employees In

r -3-2-

-3T-

(35/

(38 -40

I41=43

(44-46
(47-49

2; On average, how may vacancies tor such jobs open up during a Week? (If less then one per

week. mark here I I and estimate vacancies kir a year.)

3; How many phone InpuleliK about empIovment in such Jobs are received In a week?

10 Median

102

114

62_
-=-(63 -45

0 2



1 2 3

4. How are these telephone Inquiries about emploiMent treated- -

4A; When there is an opening
48; When there Is no specific opening (Check one)

293 I) Callert are encouraged to
176 1) Callers are encouraged to

application 118_ il
application

In any fill out an bi=
;'ome in and fli; (54t an

lb, 2) Callers are encouraged If Ceders -ere encouraged it

they have swills
they_have skills

19 Ii Callers are generally MS- 3) Callers are generally

discoureged discouraged

53 4) NA because we have fee 01160o 93 4) NA because we have few OhOnd

tallS calls

5; About now many people come to your estabt.:shment in a week looking for an entry-lave'

position tio,114e to Ole one descrited--

5A; When tnere is an opening?ItliNtiarP- 15 58; When there is no openIncatlelAill 5

6; twpicallyp what percentage of people that come ;n a weak were --

6A. Retorred by an ordanIZallon or Individual (employment service-__employment agency, Union*

schri'il) that had screened the Individual Cdr. 06? 0% 2__Ca_Yk4iiall: ___.5 %

-on-.1044Jan A_O_I
Not_referred but came In response to an advertitem * 07-19)----

solftaTion?
25 f

-220-22)

8-10)

(14-16)

6C. woro umszAlcited?

7. About
for a

30

100 %

wnat percentage of people who come to your establishment UllbOUt_a referral looking

position similar to the one dettribed Complete an application-.

7A. when there Is an opening?
302 1 95-100%
ar6.7 2) 76-941

cr 3) 51-755
4) 2b -501

b-251
h; 0=5%

8. What 0e-Centago of

78. When ,tiere_is_no specific Opening?

149 1) 95 -100%
7R 2) 76-94%
9 3) 51-r5%

54 4) 25 -50%
99 5) t-25%

3142E; 6) °-)%

por07t,, 1,10 fill out application are Interviewed immediately--

8A. *hen there is in opening?

_44_0 1) 95-100%
'-44%

537 3' 51-75%
74-0- 4 ) 26-50%

) o-25%

i57 0-5%

88._ When there Ls no Specific opening
_3A_ 1) 95-100%

2) 76-94%
i3 51-75%
4) 26-50%
5) 6-25%

-6) 0-5%

9. DoeS y ur hirIng process Involve haying p. Sple return to your establloment for an Inter-

yInw or 00 you make job offers based on the completed application?

454 t) Have interviews later
71ir No Interview after application and IMMOdiate interview. If any

10. Which of the following best characterizes now your_firm selects new hires for the type of

entry-level, non - managerial positions do-set-SW(0, above? (NARK ONE)

500 1) A number of applicants are Interviewed botbee a decision is made and then The

best Is seleitted;
48_ 21 Applicants are interviewed

sequentially with the job otter detis!On4A-Uall*MOde

woe, the newt Interview Is arranged*

14_ 3) Other

11, Ch i.4-.11e; how many people -ore interviewed hd fill one opening for an entry-level. nOft-

,ti:ti,J-i?_Metlian: 5 range: (1,63) Fr -Tr
1 2; 11 ielt percent rat your hires for such a position was the last (or only) person (31-331

interiewel tne ..ane 20%

13. W thle interviewelfur a position; what percent are called in based on inforfliatiOn --- (34-331

ozlt-tied from a rPviw of previously flied- applications?

MiNlian: 10% cif T,1 QUESTION 15i 0% 156
Condit to_nai_7.72-3Lim

la. .;fth,o inter7tIted_tor_on ontry-lovel, non-Man:slot-lel

prewi,,s1y filed eoplIcation; what owrcent end up 64164

13 1) All 95-100 1 In 3) Hal t 40-60%

ut
;1i

2) Kt 61-94% 0474) cew 5-59%

position_ based_ on a
offered the ipp?

11-65) 1460i4 0-51

15. whit frCeflferge of all of the people who have completed_written applications ...Or an 08-433

writr*-ierel. now-managerial j-jb in roar establishment do you fees are reasonativ

Well-c-ialitied for employment in your firm? ilt.. 302 0 --z-

tnel 115



IV; Firm's Training Process

THIS SET OF WESTiONS REFERS TO THE JOB FOR WHICH THE APPLICATION_RATING HAS JUST BEEN
CONDUCTED._ (IF YOU_DO__NOT ACTUALLY- HAVE- THOSE-TYPES OF JOBS PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS FOR A SIMILAR JOB AND WRITE A DESCRIPTION OF THE JOB IN THE MARGIN,)

1, What percent of new empl-nyWs
work time Is spent in est_h of
the following! (CLASSIFY SO
'HAT PERCENTAGES ADD TO 100%)

IA; formaltralning_by specialized
training personnel

1B; Reading manuals or self - paced
learning programs

1C; Recelv;tts instruc?Ions from a
supervisor or corker (Both
indlvid.als art fully detested
to the instructional! activity)

ID. LearnIng_the Job by_watchlng
covorkers_do ''Ili Job at their
work stations

1E; LeivrnIng the Job by doing It
while a supervisor or coworker
devotes 100% of his/her tine
to supervising or advising the
new worker

If; Learning the Job by doing_it
while another employee watChes
progress out of the corner of
their eye

IG; Production activities or breaks
that lack a training component

DURING THE
FIRST MONTH
(160 HOURS)?

-Median

NEXT

Mean

DURING THE
11 MONTHS

(11440 HOURS)

Median MeAll

DURING THE
2ND YEAR

-MedIan mean
0_ % 9,6% 9 4.7% 2-5173:11T (9-11) (12-74

2 %
"MTh

6.5%
411%

5.3% 4.8%
118-2 ) (21-931

-20 % 25.5% 10_% 5-91 12.4%
erc=x) (77-29) (30-;21

5 %

(55=38)
9;9% 7:1%

AXLI 21.2% _5_4 11. 0 % 9- a
(17117) in( )

0_
(31=53)

16. 4% 27.4% 26_81
(57-39)

0 % 19.4Z 5 % 30.5%
(60 -62) (63-65) (fig)

584.5
100% 100% 100% 0 3

THE NEXT SET OF QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION ASKS ABOUT 7,141 1174100CUTIVIIY OF A TYPICAL EMPLOYEE._
PLEASE RATE A TYPICAL TAPLOYEE'S PRODUCTIVITY ON A SCALE OF_ZERO_TO 100;_WHERE_100_EQUALS THE
WAxImUM PRODUCTIVIT) 0JING_ANY OF YOUR EMPLOYEES HAS OR CAN ,-;TTA1N ANO ZERO IS ABSOLUTELY NO
PRODUCTIVITY BY YOUR tPLOYEE.

2; What productivity score would you
give to a typical new employee?
a. When not engaged in any of the

training:activities described
above

b; When being traineq or supervised
by a ilho supervisor or Manage-
ment staff

c; When being trained or supervised
by coworkers

3; What is the current starting hour ly wage for
tht job for which you answered question 2?

4; What Is the current hourly wage for people
in tnis job have been at the firm
silents* more 'ban one year?

5, How marl( years of relevant job eperience
coos ts*" typical new employee have?

104

DURING THE
F1RST_DAY
OF EMPLOY

Iffiatt

(6-8,)

20
(15 -T7)

15
(24-76)

AT THE END
OF THE
FIRST

11)

60
(16--20)

-20)

s2;QQ oar

$ 6 ; 00 per

Mean: 1.86
rears

116

r r- -T-
AT THE END
OF THE
FIRST

edtan

90
(ZI-23)

AR-32)

Range
h°4112 ; 11 ;W;W
i..0.(2.11i 20.50)

-37- -3er -Tr -Tr



6; Has the typlcal_new employee thiS
job rece4ved training from a tchool

or a previous employer?

7.; How many of
in this job

a) Sklagol? If yes,i4stimate how much training; 43

471) Yes--> 14 fTE months
la- 4514_82) No

b) Prw4100S omploypk.__If yesi_how much?

Yes -> FTE months

120 2) No 48

the skilit learned by new emplOreeS
are useful outsIde-o4-04r-COmpany?

8; Focusing_on the skins that are useful outside
your company, how_meny other Companies in the

locallabbr Market have jobs that \Wire that.

skills?

9, If it were purchased today et_would be the

cost of the most expensive machine people In

entry-level jobs; like the ones described;
work on or with?

How many weeks
for these johs

does the probationary period
last?

Conditional Median:

11; (Atter the probationary_period it over;) How

much dOCUmentation or paperwork Is required to

fire an employee?

12; If your company were to temporarily layoff ore-

third of its entry-level employees fora perlt4

of three months what would be_the basis for

selecting which employees would be paid off?

13, Let us imagine your firm hired a_group
of new emOloyees between the ages 16

to 25 In this job_exactly_two_yeert ago;
what percent of these would you_Imegthe
would now be In each of the following
states?

14; Of those still at 'MO firm what percent
would have received_ a_ promotion ia;t1;;
has been given noticeably uPgradod job
responsibilities inwoivir,', w h1stser rate

of pay) woe.* two year, Jr* up?

0 %342
Conditional Median: 15

1 16 1) All 95 -100%

23137 2) Most 61-94%

99 3) Half 40-60%
LAE4LL: 4) Some 6 -39%

27 5) Minimal 0-5%

1) Less than 5
2) 5715_
3) 16-100_
4) Ov.r 100

_fa_ 1) Under $2,000
r3y7 2) $ 2.4 10,000 "I
1 3) $10-$_50,000

4174) 3504200,000
5) $200,000 up

jdae,_ 1) No probettoo-
rerory_poriod

12 2) Weeks

1) AAreat deal
2) Some
3) A little
4) No paperwork

Solely Seniority
141Ply seniority
Mainly productivity
Solely productivity
Halt seniority,
half _productivity

Median
0Ittharged or induced to_qalt 10 S

Vo um tar I 1 y_f es 1 gned 1 %

Currently
Still employed at theAlrm

Total

s

.6

Percent of those still at the
firm that would be promoted JO %

117
105

10.0 56-!
( 59-1
( 62-1

65=1

(68-'

_0 471--
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V. Firm's Experience with Young Employees

OF YOUR CURRENT EMPLOYEES AGE 25 AND UNDER_WHO_WERE HIRED IN THE_LAST TWO_YEARS._PtEASE_SELECT
TWO: ONE OHO HAS BEEN PROMOTED AND ONE WHO HAS NOT BEEN PROMOTED. (IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON
FITS A PARTICULAR CATEGORY. SELECT THE PERSON WHO WAS HIRED CLOSEST TO EXACTLY IS MONTHS AGO.)

Employee's age

2. Sex

3; Race/Ethnicity

4; Education

5. Did employee have
relevant voc. ad, or
,,117 program in
high school?

6. High school grade
'Dint average

7. Relevant voc. training
or college course work

8. Post high school
point average

44;, md employee have
any part-time or
full -time job exper-
ience prior to hire?

10. How many years of

"levant Part-timo
or full-time jot
experience prior
to hire?

li; Did employee receive
more 'raining than
average emoloyee In
this position.

12. Did firm receive
subsidy for hiring
individual?

13. when vas Individual
hired?

NOT PROMOTED

1(41) Lass_than 20
11112) 20-21
730 3) 22 4

2161) N
2) F

531)

=5)
62n

762 2)

14V1

Black
HispaniC
White/Other

Loss than high school
High school graduate
Some college/training
College grad

Yes
2) No

18 1) A 66 2) 0
31E 3) C 4) 0

5) F
34-8- 6) Don't know
110 I) Yesla 2) No

-14- 1) A 2) H
75- 3) c 4) 0

5) F
ztrr 6) Don't know

321 1) Yes

GE 2) Nb

108 1) None
2) Less than 1

3) 1-2
4) More than 2

5A1 1) Received more
2) About the same
3) Peceived less

1) Yes
2) NO
3) Don't know

/
oTeiemonth

14; 2urrent hourly wage Median iS 5 .63--

15, what productivity
score ID to_ 1C.0)

moull yoJ give em-
DiDyee

75

106

PROMOTED

401) Less -than 20
1;12) 20-21
71193) 22 *

2121)
23321

591)
2)
3)

Black
HISpenic
White/Other

Less than high sclool
High school graduate
Some college/training
College grad

211_1) Yes
MI2) No

A 1042) B
C 4) 0

Don't know

Yes
No

A 592) B
c 4) D

Don't know

Yes
No

691) None
2) Less than i

3) 1-2
4) More than 2

351) Received more
E2) About The same
3) Received less

I) Ye
2) No

---163) Don't know

MOnth year

S 6 ..SL

90

-rtr- -Tcr- -Tr

-Ter

(46-48
-(49-=51

0 5-
-77- -Mr



VI; f1rm's t!perlence with-4-ovng-t_mployees
Who Hove Separated- fro,'-the_Fitm

Of THE tmecomcs Aa, 25 OR UNDER WHO WIRE HIRED_IN THE LAST TWO YEARS BUT WHO ARE NOT_CUEIRtNT-

LY WORKING FOR YOUR - ESTABLISHMENT;-
PLEASE SELECT THREE:_ SOMEONE WHO RESIGNED VOLUNTARILY; _ _

SOMfONE LAID (,FF AND NUT REHIRED; ANO_SONEONE DISCHARGED OR INDUCED TO- RESIGN (IF MORE THAN ONE

iiNSON FITS &PARTICULAR CAJEGUNY PLEASE SELECT THE PERSON WHO WAS HIRED ':;LOSES?- TO EXACTLY 18

MONTHS AGO; IT 00ES NOT MATTER wHETHE4 THE PERSON LEFT SHORTLY AFTER BONG HIRED OR ONLY AFTER

BEING THERE FOR ALMOST *YEAR;)

1; Employee's age

c Ji

VOLUNTARY
RESIGNATION

-5-5- 1) Less than
2) 20-21
3) 22 +

1981)M
VW 2) F

Race /E t lc 1 ty 43 1)

iducation

5. Did employee :Ave
relevan-t- voc. 441; or

major program In
high school?

b. High school grade
point average

7. Relevant ooc. train7

48

222

Riatk
2) Hispanic
5) whlte/Dther

1) Less than
high sc4o01

2) High SChOdi
graduate

-F1-1- 3) Some college/
training

33 4) College grad

158 1) Yet
270- 2) No

1) A _02) B
3) C _J3)4) 0
5) f

23AIL 6) Don't know

113- I) I'-
ing or collage course 2.57 2) No

work

EL Post highschObt
point average

9; Did employee hail)

any part-tIme or
full-tine job exper-
ience prior to hies?

10. Now many years_of
relevant part -time

or full-timejob
experience prior
to hire?

11; Did employee receive
more training than
average employee in
this position.

12. Did firm receive a

subsidy tor hiring

Individual?

15. MOnths
before

A _Ii 2) B
C 4) 0

Don't know

Yes
No

None
Less than 1
1-2
Nide* than 2

35_ 1) Rezeived more
AboWt the
Ws*

__7 5) Received loss

_LI) Yes

3192) No

3 3) DOn,t kisow

341 2)

at firm 12
separation Med ian : months

14. Nwrly wage at
separation

15; Productivitr score
two weeks prior to

separation

43 i )

Z

1 3)

153 )

2)

37 IA
3L 2)
1Z5 3)

LAY
OFF
Less than 20
20.-21

32 +

N
F

Hispanic
White/Other

46_ 1) LaCs than
high tChbOt

Ifi(L2) Nigh school
qradvate_
Some CO11040/
training

I6L4) College grad

I) Yes
36 2) No

2.2 3 )

IT J k _JLZ ki s
) c 4)

31 f
1 fi6) Don't know

511_ 1) Yes

121. 2) ho

1) A J2 2) 8
3) C 4) 3

5) F
6) Don't know

184- 1) Ye%
TE 2) No

48 ti Nome
oz.. 2) Less than 1

4) mor. thin 2

XL 1) RiCiiied more
2016_ 2) About the

same_

51 Redelead less

0) lfos

233_ 2) 46

5) Don't know

months

107 119

DISCHARGE OR
INDUCED QUIT

60 I) Less than 20 (5-6)

2) 20-21
3) 22 4.

208- um
ua_ 2) F

;72 1) Blatt(

3:2- 2) MISP4nic
2gi_ 3) White/ID/1w

a_ 1) Less thA*
high school

2142) High school
gMJuate

541_5) Some C911611*e
training

22 4) Coffee*. grad

1) Yes

2 No

1) A 2 )

) C 4)51.-
3 %) ;

232 6) Don't know

211_ t ) Yes

24.3- 2) 3
2) B

_LE 1) -4
3)

23.
4) 0

51 F

242_, 6) Don't

2611_1) Yes

ea 2) N°

knoW

Ii.. 11 None

_ 2) Lets

*hart

ri 1

1 Liu: 43; 1;24
*hart

(12 -14;

113..1:7;

418-20

(21-23

124-26

(27-29

00-32)

1, RiCel

2Ng;
2) About thy

sawn
wedle

(56'48

.41/ss

7-- z I Yes

31.1_2) No

3) Don't know

11110/RnS

156-591

50
1152P31=

42 43

4* 47

(39-1



commeeta

Based upon your experience with young_peoploi_in which of the follOwing braes of *duct-
tiOnal preparation ere your applicants typically Well-proPared and not well-prepared?

Well-Prepared

4MAttAattlatALELL1
hot aell-Prepared

-(Mark -all that apply)
7

a) Science 72n,

41 b) Engitsh-artting Ability

13.- c) English- verbal Ability

123 d) *athematic;

203 411) Business PriparatiOn
V.Weakeeping, typing. etc.)

187

f Distributive or Marketing
E.

g) industrial voc. ad;
(Mackin* trodoc,
woodworking, auto
msochamics. alc.3

7- h) Otherl-

4.56

328--

22

2; C you hiie any genaral comments Ocut yoker exparlancos hiring yoilte for entry-loveljobs,
00 you have any cop.n3oni, about what skills and co. awn SehnolA shoyiid be teaching
vnutnt Other commontt Whith rpm think might be relevant for our stody;
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